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Chapter 1 

The woman realized her eyes were open when the water spot on the ceiling swam into 

focus. Dark and more brown than red, the stain looked like a butterfly with uneven wings, or 

possibly two different butterflies spliced together by someone with no love for the flying insect. 

As she stared overhead, she waited for a droplet of water to hit her between the eyes, but it 

never came. Instead, the uneven butterfly stared down at her with its nonexistent eyes. The 

imagined attention made her feel self-conscious and naked, though she could feel a shirt 

whispering against her bare breasts and too-tight panties chafing her upper thighs. 

Beneath her, the hard floor felt warm, as if she had been lying in the same spot for quite 

some time. She tried to think of why she was on the floor, but nothing came to her. Instead, she 

felt blank, nothing within her mind except the uneven butterfly above and the warm floor 

below. There was a stain and a floor and she was half naked; that was all she knew. She tried to 

remember why she was almost completely undressed or why she was lying on the ground but 

found she had no memory of what happened. In fact, she realized she had no memory of 

anything before waking up. It felt like she was trapped behind a blank wall with everything that 

made her a person just out of reach on the other side. Confusion and panic engulfed her and 

she tried to sit up with the hope that a new position would reorient her. 

The small act of moving her body triggered a chain reaction of pain. Her left wrist, when 

pressed upon the floor as she attempted to sit upright, sent sharp jabs of torment through her 
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arm. Her chest, stomach, and back ganged up to protest against her movement, each sending 

arcs of pain throughout the rest of her body with every muscle twitch; her breath caught in her 

throat as a response. Eels seemed to swim around inside her head, taking her vision with them 

on a wild ride around the room, forcing her to close her eyes and wait for the spinning to end.  

After a while the dizziness subsided and her pain eased, allowing her to again draw 

breath. She laid still on the floor, too afraid to move. The pain subsided further. She chanced 

opening her eyes again, prepared to close them at the slightest spin. Nothing moved.  

Though she was afraid of what she might discover, she allowed her right arm to creep 

across her body towards the left one, the source of her most intense agony. Hand meeting arm, 

she lifted the aching limb up and looked at the jagged, bloody canyon running between her 

wrist and her hand. She tried to wiggle her fingers but nothing happened. Glossy strands of 

veins shone in the dark room, illuminated by a faint light source she had yet to discover. As her 

heart beat in her chest, some blood bubbled out of the cut and down her arm, covering 

already-dried blood with fresh dribbles of crimson. White bone peeked out from inside the 

ruined flesh, small slices showing where someone had been stopped short of completely 

removing the appendage. 

She stared at her wrist, pain pulsing through her arm. All the blood she had lost should 

have killed her. She wondered how she was still alive, or even conscious at all. She also 

wondered what had happened to her, if someone had done this to her or if she had done it to 

herself. 

She absent-mindedly dropped her left arm and immediately regretted it when the wrist 

hit the hard ground. She cried out from anguish, then fought through the madness to turn her 
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head and vomit. Little food came out; instead, acid spewed from her mouth and splashed on 

the floor next to her head. The smell made her heave again and again until she finally gathered 

up enough strength to fully roll over and, clutching her left arm to her body, crawl away from 

the mess, not far, but far enough to get the stench of bile out of her nose. Tears streamed 

down her face as she collapsed on the floor, careful of her injured wrist this time, wishing for 

darkness to sweep her away again. 

 It could have been a few minutes, it could have been an hour, but time passed. All she 

was aware of was the pain fading from a raging, all-encompassing torture to a battering throb 

stabbing her insides and up her arm with every heartbeat. She knew she needed to get up and 

out of the room; her injuries were severe and she needed medical attention. When the pain 

subsided to a tolerable level, she held her left arm to her chest as she pulled herself up to a 

sitting position in the middle of the dark room. It hurt, she was in more pain than she thought 

possible, but she managed to scoot herself backward against a wall to steady herself.  

The moonlight shining through the bare window illuminated her surroundings. The 

room was large and empty of furniture. Used syringes, cigarette butts, and glass bottles littered 

the wood floor. Where she had been lying was a large pool of dried blood. Broken glass 

glittered in the light, the biggest piece laying near where she had awoken, the jagged edge 

smeared with blood. She again wondered if the wound on her arm was self-inflicted. Worse, 

she could not remember the events that led up to the house, or anything that had happened in 

her life prior to waking up on the ground just now. 

 “My name is…” she said out loud, hoping her name would end the sentence. Nothing. 

She tried again, again, again. Still, nothing. Confusion became frustration and she stopped. One 
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thing at a time; her injuries were her priority.  

She pushed herself to her feet using the wall as a brace, no longer caring if it hurt.  

Desperate, she walked around the room, trying to not step on broken glass with her bare feet 

as she looked for a phone or some clothes. She felt a piece of glass pierce the ball of her right 

foot, sending fresh pain shooting up her leg. Leaning against a wall to pull the shard of glass out 

of her foot, she saw a dirty ripped sheet crumpled in a dark corner. Once it had probably been 

white, but time and dirt had turned it grey. After tossing the bloody shard of glass, she used her 

mouth and right hand to rip a strip of cloth from the sheet, tied the two ends of it together, 

then pulled the circle over her head and her left arm, using it to keep her injured wrist snug 

against her body. 

Not finding a phone or clothes, she moved to the closed door and stood in front of it. 

She took a deep breath and put her hand on the knob. She wasn’t sure what she would find in 

the rest of the building, or if she was alone. Right now, she knew the room was safe. She looked 

down at her wrist. The injury being self-inflicted would mean she was her own worst enemy 

right now and the building would be empty, but what if she didn’t do it? What if there was 

someone here who tried to kill her and make it look like suicide? If something or someone was 

on the other side of that door, she had no way to defend herself. She wanted the situation to 

resolve itself, for the decision to be taken from her. But she knew it wasn’t going to happen. 

One thing was for sure: she would definitely die if she stayed in the room. 

She picked up the large shard of glass, then yanked opened the door and stepped into a 

hallway, her body tense and waiting for confrontation with an unnamable other. Nothing 

happened. Breathing a sigh of relief, she looked up and down the small hallway. The only 
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options she had were the door across from her and turning right; to the left was a wall. Still 

needing to find a phone or clothes, she chose to start with the door across the hall, which 

turned out to be another bedroom. The window glass was missing. Piles of yellowed newspaper 

fluttered in the breeze. The woman kicked the papers around, the cut on her foot sprinkling 

droplets of blood with every movement. The bottom layer of paper was stuck to the floor, the 

weight of the newspapers on top having compressed them to the hardwood. 

Ready to check the next room, she turned toward the door and stopped. Across the 

wall, next to the door, was some writing. ‘H+3bazil3’ was scrawled in blood. She looked at her 

hands and wondered if she’d written the odd letter and number combination in her own blood. 

Walking quickly to the wall, she touched the blood and found it to be slightly tacky. She looked 

at the scrawling again. It was unintelligible. She said it out loud, but it didn’t make any sense. 

No familiar feeling arose. 

The next room was a bathroom. The smell hit her before the door completely opened. 

The room was caked in shit. Someone had wiped it across the mirror and down the walls. 

Complete handprints decorated the walls like demented wallpaper. Remembering the bloody 

note on the wall in the other room, she woman quickly looked at her hands and sighed in relief. 

She was only covered in blood. The smell wafted over her again and she fought back another 

wave of vomit as she began closing the door, but something about the bathtub made her stop. 

Opening the door all the way, the woman stared at the tub. In a room covered in shit, 

the top half of the bathtub’s interior porcelain was completely clean, to the point that it was 

gleaming in the moonlight streaming in through the tiny window above it. She covered her 
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mouth and nose with her good hand and tiptoed into the room, conscious of her cut feet and 

the dirty floor.  

She lowered herself to her knees and looked into the tub. There was a few inches of 

brown goop. The woman thought about leaving but couldn’t bring herself to ignore how out of 

place the clean tub walls were compared to the rest of the bathroom. It made her think that 

there was something in the bottom of the tub, something important enough for her or 

someone else to clean it. If she had left the bloody message on the wall in the other room, it 

was possible she had also hidden something in the muck that might tell her who she was or 

what she was doing in this awful place. Even though she was afraid the stuff in the tub wasn’t 

mud, the woman put down the shard of glass and hesitantly reached her good hand into the 

goop. 

She moved her hand gently back and forth, starting at the foot of the tub, feeling the 

squishy mass suck at her fingertips. It smelt earthy and dank, like rotting leaves. The woman 

shuddered in disgust but powered on, not prepared to quit even though she was halfway 

through. Her persistence payed off as she felt something hard closer to the drain. She pulled 

out a thin object about a foot long, caked in thick slimy muck.  
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Chapter 2 

 

The toilet, though also covered in excrement, was her next stop. The water in the bowl 

was brown and cakey, but she hoped the water in the tank was still clean. She laid the hard 

object on the floor while she used her already filthy right hand to pull the top off the toilet tank. 

The woman peered into the water to confirm its cleanliness and saw a white rectangle under 

the clear water. Eager to wash the mud she suspected wasn’t really mud off her hand, she 

plunged it in and swished it around before reaching down and grabbing the rectangle.  

It was a plastic card. The lamination bubbled in a few places where the water got in, 

rendering most of the words illegible, but enough was left to show it was a license. She 

momentarily forgot the object on the floor and stared at the picture.  

Not too distracted by the identification to care if she touched the fecal matter all around 

the room, the woman fetched the rest of the torn sheet from the first room and returned to 

wipe the mirror clean. She compared her reflection to the photograph and felt a fluttering in 

her stomach. This was her license. The picture was her. That was her round face, short black 

hair, and green eyes looking up from the identification. Peering at her reflection, she saw her 

hair was still short, but the cut was choppy and quick, unlike the clean black layers in the photo. 

Her face was less round now, her cheeks were sunken in, giving her features a more angular 

look. The neck in the mirror was narrower than the one she had when the picture was taken.  

Mena also saw bruises and blood all over her face in the mirror. Touching her black eye 

made it ache. The bruises were dark and fresh, making her wonder if whoever tried to cut off 

her hand had beaten her first.  
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She no longer wondered if she had attempted suicide, but the thought didn’t bring her 

relief. Instead, she felt angry. Someone did this to her. 

Looking back down on the license, she checked the name—Mena. Her last name was 

obscured by water damage, as was the address information, but Texas was written across the 

top. She looked up at herself and smiled. 

“My name is Mena,” she said to the mirror, hoping for a mental click or a magical 

swirling mass of glitter to erupt to tell her she found a piece of the puzzle. Nothing happened, 

not even a feeling of rightness. Her smile faded as she realized her memory lapse wouldn’t be 

immediately fixed when faced with pieces of her past. 

Mena checked the license for any other information and found that her birthdate was 

some time in 1957. Judging by the reflection in the mirror, she was in her late teens or early 

twenties. 

She turned to leave the bathroom and kicked the hard object. Remembering the 

disgusting muck she pushed around to get that thing, she picked it up. Not just silver gleamed 

where the caked-on gunk slid off; the bottom part of it was a shiny black. Curious, she returned 

to the toilet tank and washed it. She wiped it clean with the torn sheet she used to clean the 

mirror and discovered it was a dagger. The blade was silver, a little more than half the total 

length of it. Whoever made the dagger had carved a tiny tree into one side of the black agate 

hilt, the branches and roots entwined to form a complete circle around the trunk. Holding the 

weapon gave her a sense of power and calm. It felt warm in her hand despite the chill from the 

toilet tank water. The dagger made her feel much safer than the shard of glass. 
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Still needing to find a phone or some clothes so she could leave and find help, she 

searched the rest of the house and came up empty on the phone. She did find her pants in the 

kitchen, though. It was difficult to do one handed, but Mena pulled on the torn jeans, not caring 

that they were dirty and smelled vaguely of urine. Clothes were clothes, and she felt that stinky 

pants beat being naked. She gently tucked the dagger into the waistband before putting her 

ruined driver’s license in her back pocket. Her shoes never turned up. Perhaps she wasn’t 

wearing them when she entered the house, or maybe they were tucked away in a hidden nook 

she would never find. She didn’t care, she refused to stay in the dilapidated house any longer. 

The front door was closed and locked. Beside it was a broken window, probably her 

point of entry. Unwilling to step on any more glass, Mena unlocked the front door and had to 

tug it open. Rusted hinges squealed in protest as she finally opened the door. 

She stepped outside into the night. A soft, cold breeze tugged at her bloody shirt and 

teased her bare arms into gooseflesh. She breathed it in and relished the sweet taste in the 

back of her throat. The air inside the house had been stale and moldy, something Mena hadn’t 

noticed during her time inside, but it was immediately evident now that she was out. An energy 

flowed from the clean air, rushing down into her lungs, around her body, and back out through 

her nose, and she felt renewed. The still-intense pain she felt all over her body subsided to a 

more manageable pulse. 

The street was deserted: no barking dogs, no people roaming round, no lights. All the 

other houses were just as rundown and vandalized as the one Mena was standing in front of; 

broken windows were gaping eyes searching for glass, doors were either broken or graffitied 

with names or symbols, the lawns were yellow and overgrown with weeds.  
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Mena stood on the tiny concrete porch for a few minutes, staring at the empty 

driveway. Though she didn’t find a phone in the house, she had hoped to find a car with keys 

outside it, some way to get her from the abandoned house to a hospital. She just stood there, 

blank in thought and movement, unsure of what came next. Something awful must have 

happened in her life to make her walk away from her life and try to kill herself. She was grateful 

to not remember what that something was, but the gaping hole that was her entire life left her 

with nothing. Mena felt like the street was her life: an echo of what it once was. 

All Mena had now was the driving need to get some help for her wrist, and she wouldn’t 

find it staring at the empty driveway. Stepping off the porch, she walked the short distance to 

the street. The whole world couldn’t be gone, so she picked a direction—right—and began 

walking. There had to be people somewhere, and where there were people, there would be 

help.  
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Chapter 3 

 

As she walked down the road, Mena saw a large shadow move across a house a few 

yards ahead of her. She stopped walking and stared. There wasn’t anything there that could 

have made a shadow, let alone a moving one. It was large. Bigger than a person but smaller 

than a car. The shadow was super black, so black it seemed to suck up all the moonlight around 

it. Like smoke made liquid, it flowed across a house and disappeared into unkempt grass. The 

grass waved as the shadow moved through it. 

Mena hesitated for a moment before continuing on, moving slower than before. Though 

the shadow was several feet in front of her, she kept looking around as she walked, afraid of 

being caught off-guard while she was so vulnerable. Careful to keep her steps quiet, she 

reached the yard of the house in time to see the shadow moving past the next house. She 

looked all around the area but didn’t see anyone there. The shadow was moving independent 

of an owner. Not only that, but it didn’t seem to be cast on anything, either; instead, it was 

flowing around like a creature made of black water. 

Curiosity mixed with fear, Mena followed the shadow with her eyes as she walked. It 

moved like it was alive and with purpose, flitting from house to house, sucking up light filtering 

down from the moon as it went. It passed another house, glided past a fence, and disappeared.  

An internal debate raged in Mena’s head. She needed help. At this point, she didn’t 

understand how she was still standing; she was sure she had lost too much blood. And she was 

completely alone on an empty street. All the houses were dark, most of the driveways empty. 

The chances of there being a working phone anywhere near her were remote. Mena needed to 

keep moving to find civilization. However, this shadow was somehow alive. Either someone she 
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couldn’t see was casting it, or it was a being all on its own. Scary as both thoughts were, she 

couldn’t help but wonder which one it was. Mena didn’t know anything about herself, but she 

could feel the curiosity eating away at her. She felt she needed to understand who or what was 

creating the shadow. A few seconds passed from the moment when the shadow left the 

wooden fence until Mena decided to follow it.  

Clutching her ruined arm to her chest and promising herself that she would seek help 

after satisfying her curiosity, she hobbled to the fence and looked around the corner. A couple 

houses away, she could see the shadow still moving forward. She continued to follow the 

darkness from house to house while keeping a watchful eye to the ground in front of her naked 

feet.  

Her passage was unhindered by fences or other obstacles. In fact, Mena slowly realized 

she was following a path in the grass. It was faint but there, as if it were either newly forged or 

had overgrown when the area was abandoned. Her steps became more certain as she lost her 

fear of holes and rusty nails, and she was able to look fully ahead. The shadow pulled ahead of 

her during her caution. Mena tried to quicken her step to catch up to the shadow, as much as 

she could with her injuries, the long golden grass whispering against her jeans. 

Mena stumbled as her right foot dropped further than she expected. Here was a hole 

after all, and now she was doing everything in her power to keep from falling forward, but it 

wasn’t enough. Without something to steady herself, Mena tumbled to the ground. Careful to 

keep her ruined wrist out of the way, she turned her body to the right as she fell, taking the 

impact with her shoulder. Her entire body vibrated when flesh met ground, and the world went 
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black for a moment. Or an eternity. All she knew was renewed pain when she swam back to 

consciousness, every inch of her bruised and battered body protesting her lack of caution. 

She remembered the shadow and pulled herself back upright as fast as she dared. 

Looking around, she did not see the apparition she had been chasing. Undaunted, she hobbled 

forward in the direction she had last seen it moving. After a few minutes of watching her steps 

as she quickly walked, she heard a scream to her left.  

She stopped moving. Her mind cleared somewhat and she thought about how hurt she 

was, how vulnerable. Mena wasn’t sure she wanted to solve the mystery of the independent 

shadow anymore. Pain settled around her, wrapping her weary muscles with its leathery wings, 

reminding her she was helpless. Looking around with renewed eyes, Mena realized she was a 

woman alone in an abandoned area. The scream she heard didn’t raise any alarms; no one was 

coming to save whomever was in trouble. No one would be coming to save her if she were the 

one screaming. The shadow felt sinister now, leading her to a monster, or was a monster, tiring 

her out to devour her whole. 

Turning, she backtracked along the faint trail. Another scream, a different voice. She 

stopped, turned back around. Someone was in trouble. Her brain felt mushy, her thoughts 

slipping and sliding around in her skull. There was nowhere for her to go, no one to turn to; she 

was truly alone. The owner of those screams might also be alone. The shadow could have been 

leading her to someone who needed help. She being the only living being close, maybe it had 

sought her out, had revealed itself to her and guided her to the path.  

Mena bounced on the balls of her feet for a moment. Looking both ways like a child 

before crossing a street, she stepped off the path and crept toward the scream. Dried grass 
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crunched under her bare feet, announcing to the world she was coming. 

A large house loomed ahead, a light glowed behind it. The smell of cooking meat wafted 

through the air, stirring up a rumbling in her stomach. She walked around the house, guided by 

the flickering light that must be a fire. Reaching the final corner of the house, Mena peeked 

around it. 

The backyard of the house had been cleared of grass, leaving behind dark dirt. In the 

middle of the yard was a large fire; not a bonfire, but larger than a campfire. A long spit was 

over the flames with cooking meat sizzling on the wooden pole. The fire blocked some of the 

scene on the other side of the yard, but Mena saw enough to regret her decision to seek out 

the source of the screaming. 

A tall, lanky man was standing on the other side and to the left of the fire. He was 

covered in blood and viscera. On the right side of the fire stood a shorter man wearing an old-

fashioned duster, his hands up in front of his body. He was shouting, but Mena couldn’t make 

out his words over the crackle of the fire blocking the rest of the scene. 

Mena tried to crouch down, to keep herself small and unseen, but the dagger she had 

stuck in the waistband of her pants kept her from bending at the waist. She pulled out the 

weapon and felt her fear ebb. The dagger filled her with calm and courage; warm tendrils 

flowed from the dagger into her hand, up her arm, and spread throughout her body. She 

instantly felt powerful. Instead of hiding herself away, she straightened up and walked calmly 

toward the two men, veering to the right. The man not wearing blood and intestines felt like a 

safer bet. As she neared, the man in the duster saw her first. He stopped shouting and looked 

at her, his arms still raised toward the bloody man. 
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“Child, you should go,” he said. “Turn and leave the way you came. He’ll kill you.” 

Mena rounded the fire and saw the rest of the scene. There was a woman’s head, arms, 

and legs, but the middle looked as if it had exploded outward. Her toes blackened where they 

touched the fire. Everything that had been inside her, had made her a living being, was now 

plastering the left side of the yard, including the tall man. Mena gagged at the smell, a mix of 

vomit, blood, shit, and cinnamon, the cooking meat behind her overpowered by what was left 

of the dead woman. 

“Is she your apprentice, Zeke?” asked the bloody man. “I thought you shunned Rogues.” 

The way he said that word, Rogue, made it sound both official and unsavory. 

“Boy, do I look like I need help?” Zeke reached into his duster and pulled out a small 

burlap bag. 

“Put it down. Come with me to The Marigold. Maybe she’ll be lenient,” said the bloody 

man. 

Mena felt the cold finger of doubt run up her spine. Zeke no longer looked like the safer 

option, his duster waving in the slight night breeze taking on a sinister tinge. Mena decided to 

take his advice and leave, backing up, her good hand holding the dagger before her. The sizzling 

meat on the spit behind her popped; she jumped at the sound and looked into the flames. 

What her stomach had mistaken for food was actually a young child, its skin blackening on the 

bottom where the fire licked it. 

“No,” she said. Tears sprang to her eyes, her stomach threatening to expel whatever 

was left in it. She turned back to face the two men. 

“Go, girl, before he kills you, too,” said Zeke, the small bag clutched in his hand. 
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“If you leave and he kills me, he’ll track you down. That’s what his kind does,” said the 

tall, bloody man. His eyes never left the bag. 

Staring at Zeke, she felt a cold hunger rise in her body, like her insides filled with ice 

water and she needed to eat something warm. Zeke looked warm. He almost glowed red, the 

firelight dancing all around him. Still smelling the cooking child and hating that it smelled good, 

Mena tried to control her sudden hunger, backing away from the men and trying to look at 

anything other than Zeke. 

Mena didn’t know what she was doing until she did it; her thoughts were still not quite 

clear due to the blood loss. She found herself rushing at Zeke, her pain momentarily forgotten. 

The dagger cut through the air as she pushed her damaged body forward, not with the intent to 

stab but more of an extension of herself, the thing giving her the strength and drive to remove 

the threat.  

Zeke’s face contorted as he watched her coming, his mouth widening and teeth 

elongating to form sharp, thin points. His eyes turned completely black and his hands became 

claws. The transformation was quick and silent. It took a second for Mena to register the 

creature in front of her was now a monstrous version of himself, but it was too late to for her to 

stop, even if she wanted to, her momentum driving her toward it. 

Mena hit the man full force, her body as much a weapon as the silver dagger in her good 

hand. Having forgotten about her ruined wrist, the arm still snug against her body in the 

makeshift sling, she smashed it between herself and Zeke’s firm chest. Black dots swarmed in 

front of her eyes and swallowed the world as Mena and Zeke fell to the ground. She felt 

warmth spreading from her face to the rest of her body. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Mena gazed at the night sky. Stars glinted, loose diamonds scattered on black velvet. 

They held her gaze, mesmerized her, their winkings and blinkings promised to show her things, 

but only if she continued to give them her undying attention. The young woman stared at them 

and they stared back, but she knew she had to get up because there was so much she didn’t 

know and the stars couldn’t tell her. Though they saw everything, stars remain silent, keeping 

the secrets of the universe to themselves. 

 She braced herself as she sat up, prepared for the immense pain this time. There was no 

need, however. While still sore, the pain was muted to a dull ache. Mena brought her mangled 

wrist up to her face and was amazed to discover it no longer hanging by tenuous tendons and a 

strip of flesh; instead, it looked as if it had been mending for some time. She could no longer 

see scored bones, the jagged line of ripped tendons, the glossy strands of veins and arteries. 

There was a massive scar across her wrist, dark and grooved like a black canyon, but the once 

gaping wound was closed. Mena slowly bent her wrist back and forth, amazed at how fast it 

healed. The joint was stiff and moving it sent a pang up her arm, but it was tolerable. She curled 

her fingers a few times to make sure there wasn’t nerve damage. 

 “Are you gonna explain what just happened?” said a man. 

 Remembering Zeke’s horrific transformation, Mena quickly turned to see who was 

speaking behind her and saw the bloody man was sitting roughly where he had been standing 

before, a few feet away. She looked around for Zeke, the man in the duster who morphed into 

a monster before her eyes, and saw his body near the fire on her right. He was grey as ash, 
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except for his eyes, which were now a dull white. It looked like all the pigment had been 

syphoned out of his body when he died. The small satchel was no longer in his hands. 

 “Looking for this?” said the man, producing the cinnamon filled bag. “I don’t think it’ll 

work for you, darlin. Neither of our powers stem from fire.” He bounced it in his hand a couple 

of times before putting it in his pants pocket. “But with that big fire behind you, I think I’ll tuck 

it away just in case.” 

 Turning to better see the man behind her, she dragged her hands over the dirt, hoping 

to touch her dagger. Mena felt naked without it; in the few minutes she had possession of it, it 

gave her an odd sense of security, warmth, and power. To be without the dagger made her feel 

empty and lost, a coldness seeped throughout her body, dread growing in her stomach. Unable 

to find it with just her hands, she risked looking down for a moment but was disappointed 

when the dagger wasn’t immediately visible. 

Mena looked back up at the man. While she had slept, he had attempted to wash the 

blood off his face; water still beaded on his dark skin, glistening in the fire’s light. The whites of 

his eyes reflected the fire, making him look as if he were burning from within. One moment he 

seemed older, the next a young man, the dancing light concealing his age. The sparkle of the 

water and the flames in his eyes contrasted with what seemed to be the deep hue of his skin 

and hair, reminding Mena of the stars in the night sky above. 

 “Yeah, I got your dagger, too.” The man pulled the silver and blue agate dagger from 

behind his back.  

 “Can I have it back?” asked Mena.  
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She didn’t really expect him to return it, but reached her newly healed hand out 

anyway. He flinched. Surprised and confused by his reaction, she dropped her hand. 

 “Stay right where you are, darlin. I saw what you did to Zeke; I know you wield massive 

power, even for a witch.” 

“I did that?” 

She glanced at Zeke’s corpse again. Mena remembered running at him, hitting him, and 

falling to the ground. He didn’t look as if he had been stabbed; he looked drained. The corpse 

looked like a husk, empty of everything that made it alive. Mena shuddered at the thought of 

what Zeke could have done to her, then grew cold when she began to realize she herself might 

be dangerous. 

“No, I didn’t do that. I couldn’t do that. I’m a human, a real person. I’m not a whatever 

you’re talking about,” she said. 

“Seriously, lady?” he said, his eyebrows knitting together, the wrinkles on his forehead 

gathering water and creating tiny rivulets down his face. He wiped the water away and 

continued, “You aren’t gonna fool me, darlin. I know a full-blown witch when I see one. You 

leapt at him as he was changing, grabbed him, and drained him dry. Your eyes glowed blue, his 

eyes glowed blue, you breathed in and the blue glow from his eyes poured out of him and in to 

you. It looked like you sucked out his soul or something. Darlin, you killed that man; he never 

stood a chance. You passed out and I sat here watching as your wrist knit itself back together. 

I’ve never seen anything like it.” 

 The fire crackled, drawing Mena’s gaze. The spit above the flames was empty, and the 

woman’s toes were no longer singeing. The bodies of the child and the woman were laid near 
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Zeke’s corpse, three reminders of the fragility of life. Tears formed in Mena’s eyes and she 

looked at the man again. 

 “I’m not a monster,” she said. Her voice was thick with tears. Looking down at her wrist, 

Mena felt like it kept coming back to the wound, to the gaping maw her wrist was just a short 

time ago. Something had made her try to kill herself, something was so wrong in her life that 

she had felt death was the only escape. Mena couldn’t bring herself to look at the dark man as 

she asked, “Am I a monster? Am I evil?” 

 Mena held her breath as she waited for the answer, but there was only silence. Unable 

to hold her breath any longer, she let it out in a loud whoosh and looked at the man sitting at a 

safe distance from her, the man who looked frightened when she reached her hand out toward 

him. He stared at her, making her feel more naked than when she had on nothing but the 

panties and shirt. Mena began squirming under his intense gaze. 

 “I don’t know,” he finally said. “You have some serious power, but I don’t know what 

you do with it. You drained something out of Zeke, passed out, and your wrist healed. I don’t 

know why you’re pretending not to be a witch when you so obviously are. What is your 

endgame? What are you doing here?” 

 “I don’t understand what’s happening. I woke up in an abandoned house a little while 

ago. The way I hurt when I woke up, I wouldn’t be surprised to learn that the house dropped on 

me. My wrist was shredded; I think I tried to kill myself. I don’t know what I did to Zeke. Fuck, I 

don’t even know where I am or how I got here. Everything is gone, my mind is gone, I am gone. 

The things that make me a person have disappeared. Do I have a mom? Do I go around sucking 

the life out of people for fun? Do I like to knit? I don’t know. I don’t know anything except the 
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smell of cinnamon is starting to make me sick,” said Mena. The words spilled out of her and she 

felt lighter for it. 

 “I don’t know what to do with that information,” he said. The man continued to stare, 

but his face softened a bit. “You don’t remember anything before the house?” 

 “No, nothing.” She put her head in her hands. Her fingers felt cool against her face. 

 “You don’t know about witchcraft?” 

 “Nope. Not a damned thing.” 

 More silence. Mena glanced at the man and saw his jaw working. 

 “You woke up in a house? Around here?” 

 Mena nodded. “Back that way,” she said, pointing behind her. The tears made good on 

their threat and spilled down her face. This night was too much. “I don’t know how I got here or 

why or where ‘here’ even is. I can’t remember anything before tonight. I feel so lost.” 

 “Hey, darlin, no need to cry. I hate it when girls cry.” He pulled a piece of cloth out of his 

sock and threw it toward her. Instead of crossing the distance, it floated to the ground. 

 “Thanks anyway,” said Mena, watching the white cloth dance its way to the earth. There 

was a tentative trust building on his part and she didn’t want to break it by grabbing for the 

cloth. 

 “You’re in Marigold, Arkansas, if that helps,” said Gavin.  

 “A little, thanks.” 

 Silence loomed large, the fire having faded to small, sputtering flames since no one was 

feeding it. Mena thought about her license again, about it being issued by Texas. She had 

assumed they were there. She wondered what had brought her to Arkansas. 
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 “Can you show me the house?” said Gavin, interrupting Mena’s thoughts. He stood up, 

holding the linen bag in one hand and Mena’s dagger in the other.  

 Alarm bells sounded in Mena’s head. Sitting here, talking with the bloody stranger was 

one thing, but walking off into the dark with him was another. She thought again about the 

vulnerable position she was in, her lack of weapon, the empty houses around them, the 

screams that roused no one. Cold fear swirled throughout her body making her feel tingly and 

anxious. The man took a step toward her and she scooched back. He immediately backed up 

and held up his full hands. 

 “Hey, I’m not gonna hurt you, darlin. You’re convincing, I’ll give you that, but I gotta 

know if you’re telling me the truth if I’m to help you. Maybe I’ll see something you don’t, 

something that will help you with your memories, but I won’t know that unless you show me 

the house.” 

 Mena thought about it. Here was a man who knew about a world that seemed so 

separate from reality, a world in which she apparently fit. If he knew what kind of monster Zeke 

was, maybe he knew other things that could help her recover her memories, or at least tell her 

what she was. Having a power she knew nothing about frightened her more than not 

remembering what kind of music she liked. Even a little bit of understanding might ease her 

mind, because right now, she was just as scared of herself as she was this strange man.  

Besides, he had her dagger and she wanted it back. 

She breathed deep and nodded. 

The man nodded, relief unpuckering the lines that had formed on his brow as he 

awaited her decision. 
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“No offense, but you’re a little scary. Walk in front of me so I can see you.” 

 Mena stood, her joints cracking with the movement. She arched her back to pull out the 

rest of the kinks, then turned and headed toward the house. Looking at the three bodies lying 

on the ground, she asked, “What about them? We can’t leave them there like that.” 

 “I’ll make sure they are taken care of, don’t you worry,” he said. “For now, though, I 

need you to show me you are telling the truth about what happened tonight.” 

 His eyes wandered over to the bodies and he stared at them for a few moments. Mena 

wasn’t sure which one he was looking at, but his face fell somewhat, the mask of indifference 

slipping and showing the grief he was hiding. Mena pretended not to notice, not to see the 

weakness. The man shook his head, glanced at her, and motioned with the dagger. She turned 

and started toward the house. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 Remembering the shadow as they backtracked to the house, Mena glanced around but 

saw nothing out of the ordinary. The slithering liquid smoke was nowhere to be seen. She 

thought about asking the man if he had seen it but immediately dismissed the idea. He already 

thought she was either a liar or crazy; talking about a large shadow creature slinking about in 

the dark wouldn’t help. 

“This is it,” she said when they arrived. “I forgot to close the door when I left.” 

 The man gestured for Mena to walk into the house first, then followed. She looked 

around the living room, still hoping to find her missing shoes. The soles of her feet ached and 

she could feel little scratches where rocks and glass had cut into her soft flesh. The living room 

was just as bare as it was when she left. 

 The two of them began inspecting the rest of the rooms. Mena hoped that he was right, 

that he would indeed see something she missed, like a diary thoroughly explaining her past and 

why she had tried to kill herself, or a glowing orb with all her memories she could eat to 

become herself, but there was nothing. 

Mena didn’t warn the dark man about the state of the bathroom before they got to it, 

and she smiled as he gagged and backed out of the bathroom when they got to it. It made her 

feel proud of herself that she had reacted better to the shit-caked room. She watched as he 

leaned against the wall, fighting to keep whatever was in his stomach from coming out. Mena 

waited while he composed himself, trying and failing to hide her smile.  

“Why didn’t you warn me?” he asked, clutching his chest. 

“Didn’t think about it. Something wrong?” Mena’s smile widened. 
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“Oh, no, nothing’s wrong. I see crap like that all the time,” he said. He rolled his eyes. 

“Anything else I should know before moving on?” 

Though she desperately needed him to help her, Mena suddenly felt very protective of 

the room with the words written in blood. ‘H+3bazil3’ could be the key to unlock everything, to 

answer every question, but it wasn’t a message left for just anyone. Past Mena had felt it was 

important enough to leave, but had written it in a different room. That had to mean something, 

to hide it away from where someone had slashed through her arm. The current Mena wanted 

to keep that to herself for right now, just in case. 

“Now that you mention it, yeah. There are two rooms left, and the smaller one is 

covered in shit like this one. I think they used it as a bathroom after messing this one up. You 

wanna see?” She made her smile as wicked as she could. 

“No, I really don’t,” he said. 

“Ok then,” said Mena. 

She walked down the short hallway and opened the door on the left instead. 

 “Is this the room where you woke up?” asked her companion. 

 “It’s right across the hall. Watch your step; I vomited in here,” said Mena as she walked 

across the room. 

 There was a dark, wet stain on the floor where she woke, the blood still shining in the 

moonlight from the window. Mena looked up, wanting to see the uneven butterfly again. From 

this angle, it just looked like a stain on the popcorn ceiling. 

 “Ok, darlin…” he started. 

 “Mena. I found my driver’s license in the bathroom,” she said. 
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 “You went into that bathroom?” 

 “Yeah, that’s where I found the dagger.” 

 “Are you for real?” he said, dropping the dagger. He wiped his hands on his jeans, the 

dried blood on the clothing making a rasping sound against his flesh. 

 He visibly tensed when the dagger bounced off his boot. Mena saw his eyes narrow, his 

right hand flinch, his jaw clench. She pointedly looked at the dagger, locked eyes with him, 

arched an eyebrow, and said nothing. After a few tense moments passed, the man visibly 

relaxed. 

 Mena had thought about diving for the weapon the second it left his hand but decided 

against it. This man may be a stranger, but he seemed to have a better grip on what was 

happening than she did. Without her memory, she felt empty. Filling that hole was her number 

one goal at the moment, whether it was with her past or with information on what kind of 

thing she was. As long as the dark man kept feeding her information and didn’t try to harm her, 

Mena planned on learning as much as she could from him. Right now, that meant building trust. 

“Are we good?” asked Mena. 

The man nodded, his lips twitched as if he wanted to smile but refused the urge. “Yeah, 

we’re good.” 

“You have a name? It’s not fair you know mine and I don’t know yours.” 

“Gavin.” 

“Ok, Gavin, I woke up right there,” Mena said, pointing to the pools of blood and vomit. 

“I have no memory of anything that happened before that moment. No name, no family, no 

shoes. What causes that?” 
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Gavin shook his head. “Well, you aren’t pure human, that’s for sure. You are definitely a 

witch of some kind I’ve never encountered before. There could be a magical reason you don’t 

remember anything. Or maybe you’re right and the house dropped on you.” He tilted his head 

to the side and said, “The cause might not even be magical, though. Head wounds can cause 

amnesia.” He straightened his back and squared his shoulders. “Either way, darlin, I’ve got to 

take you in.” 

Mena backed up a step, her butt hitting the wall behind her. The dread she began 

feeling earlier grew, icy tendrils flowed out from her stomach and into her limbs, making her 

feel clumsy and heavy. “Taking me where?” 

“To the Marigold Inn.” 

“That’s what you said to Zeke before he started to change. You said you were going to 

take him to the Marigold.” 

“Yes, that’s right.” 

“But then he tried to kill you. That isn’t a ringing endorsement.” 

Mena tried not to glance down at the dagger laying near Gavin’s foot. She wanted to 

keep her eyes locked with his dark ones, wanted to have the advantage of surprise when she 

sprung forward, but just thinking about the dagger dragged her eyes down to the floor. It was a 

flicker of movement, but Mena knew immediately he saw because his eyebrow arched and he 

moved his large boot forward a step to place his foot between her and the dagger. 

“Zeke was in trouble. His gift was a hard thing to live with. Being a Child Eater is 

unacceptable. He knew the rules, knew he couldn’t eat children anymore, but he did it anyway. 

Zeke was gonna get sent to one of our detention centers. That’s where we send dangerous 
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witches and either try to help them or keep them away from other people. He chose to fight 

instead,” said Gavin. He allowed himself to smile, but it was a sad smile. He looked down at his 

bloody clothes. “I’m just a Shadow Walker; my power is passive, meaning I can’t really use it to 

fight, just hide. Lindsey, my partner, she was the real power, a Fire Thrower. She was pulling 

flames out of her chest and telling Zeke to come with us when he threw the bag of cinnamon at 

her. It’s highly flammable—that’s what makes it great for boosting fire based powers—but she 

wasn’t expecting it. When the bag hit her in the chest, it exploded like a bomb, and, well, you 

saw what she looked like.” 

Mena remembered the woman on the ground, her torso nearly obliterated, her toes red 

and blistering in the bonfire, adding to the smell of cooking meat, a child roasting on a spit 

above her. Glancing at Gavin, she again took in his appearance. His clothing was black with 

dried blood, small pieces of flesh and entrails creating the illusion of a relief map of some 

horrific continent. These were pieces of Lindsey, blown out of her by her own power mixed 

with common cinnamon. At some point, he had tried to wash some of the blood and gore off 

his exposed skin. Smears of dried blood circled his face, darkening his complexion to a deep 

mahogany. He smelled of death and blood and cinnamon.  

“I’m sorry for your loss,” Mena said.  

She wanted to think it was her upbringing that made her automatically stifle her 

questions and express her sympathies, that common courtesy came first in her family, even 

though she didn’t know where she came from or who she was.  

“Thank you,” said Gavin, pulling Mena out of her thoughts. “Lindsey was a good partner 

and a great friend. I’ll miss her.” 
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“You called yourself a Shadow Walker. What is that?” 

“I have the ability to turn into a shadow. It’s something I’ve been able to do it my whole 

life. It feels kind of like swimming when I move around. Most people don’t even notice me 

when I do it. It’s kind of like I fade into the background,” said Gavin. 

Mena understood now that it was Gavin who’d led her to the bonfire. Since she didn’t 

see Lindsey anywhere when she was following the shadow, that must mean Gavin and Lindsey 

were walking together—Gavin must be able to make other people like him or take them with 

him when he did what he did to become a shadow, which explained why the shadow was big 

and uneven. Mena wasn’t being led there on purpose; she just happened to see the pair 

walking by at the right time, or the wrong time. 

Gavin had a name for the supernatural abilities displayed by everyone. Though he said 

he’d never seen anyone with the ability Mena had, that didn’t mean she was the only one who 

could do what she did to Zeke. There had to be someone else who could drain people dry like 

she did, someone who maybe knew Mena or could, at the very least, tell her what she was. 

That thought led to her wondering if there was an ability that could return her 

memories or tell her who she was. Having no memory was frustrating and frightening. Mena 

was aware that what has happened to a person is what shapes them into who they are. Not 

having a past made her feel like a blank canvas, an empty vessel needing to be filled. But it was 

more than that. She wanted to know if there was someone out there who missed her, who 

needed her, who wanted her as she was before tonight.  

She looked down at her wrist, the jagged black scar a trench separating her hand from 

her arm. While she desired to know who she was and where she came from, the thought of 
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getting her memories back also frightened her. Perhaps her life was a ruinous waste and she 

had tried to kill herself because the world was better off without her. Maybe no one was 

looking for her, no one wanted her, no one needed her to be who she was. This could be her 

chance to remake herself into someone new. 

He looked down and moved his large boot away from the dagger. Bending down, he 

picked it up and studied it once more, paying special attention to the hilt. “I want to trust you, 

to trust that you won’t kill me with this if I give it back.” He looked at Mena, his eyebrows 

knitted together, his lips pursed. “Then again, I think I’d rather be stabbed than drained.” 

Gavin held the dagger out to Mena, hilt first. She looked down at it, then up at him and 

held his gaze. Mena wondered if she could trust him, this man she just met. Gavin knew so 

much more about this world than she. Right now, he had the advantage of knowledge, and that 

gave him power. She looked toward the door, two feet to her left, then back at him, a few feet 

away. Being closer to the exit did not mean she could get away if she decided to run. The 

dagger held between them was a contract. Accepting it meant Mena agreed to be taken to the 

Marigold Inn. Door or dagger, those were her only options. 

Both parties had something to lose. Either one could kill the other, with or without the 

dagger. Mena took a deep breath; trust had to start somewhere. Reaching across the room, her 

arm spanning the few feet between them, Mena lightly placed her trembling hand on the blue 

agate hilt. Her fingers slowly wrapped around it and Gavin let the blade go.  

The weight of the dagger felt good, felt natural. A burden Mena was unaware of lifted 

off her shoulders, the growing dread melted from her body, and she felt confident, assured of 

her own power. She stood up straighter and smiled at Gavin. He must have sensed a change in 
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her because he backed up a step and looked behind him, as if searching for his own way out. 

Slowly, she began advancing toward him, as if something was pulling her forward. Her focus 

narrowed until all she could see was the man, the beginning of panic stretching his features. 

Fear, aggressive and acrid, rolled off Gavin in waves which tickled her nose and her lizard brain. 

Hunger rose within Mena and what little rational thought was left remembered the same 

feeling before launching at Zeke. She sheathed the dagger in the waistband of her pants to free 

both her hands. 

Mena’s stomach growled, the noise startling both people. Gavin flinched and Mena let 

out a tiny scream. The spell was broken and Mena returned fully to herself, flustered and 

confused. The room came back into focus and she could once again see everything around 

them. She shook her head to finish clearing out her mind and stared at the man just a few 

inches in front of her. Despite being taller than her by a foot, Gavin was crouching down and 

leaning back, his arm stretching toward the window when her stomach made the noise. Mena 

raised her hands up to shoulder height and backed up. 

“For a moment there, I thought you were going to attack me,” said Gavin. 

“It was a thought,” she said. “I don’t know what came over me.” 

He snorted in reply. Straightening up, he eyed her warily. 

She continued to back up until butt hit the wall again, to give Gavin some space. 

Warmth gushed from the right side of her abdomen. Afraid she cut herself when she tucked the 

dagger in her pants, she pulled up her shirt and discovered a bandage soaked with blood. 

“Why didn’t this heal when my body and wrist did?” she asked. 

“I don’t have a clue. At the Marigold Inn…” 
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Mena looked sharply at Gavin. 

He continued, “I know it makes you nervous, but really, if anyone has answers, it’ll be 

someone there.” 

“So there is a group of you?” she asked. Mena pulled her shirt down and watched as the 

blood began soaking through the fabric, adding brightness to the already-dried blood from her 

wrist wound. 

“We’re a coven of witches who keep an eye on the area. Marigold Springs, the town we 

are in, is in the Ozark Mountains, which is loaded with quartz. The stone is a magical amplifier. 

Naturally, it draws witches to the area, both those who are born witches, and Rogues, witches 

who no longer follow any sort of moral code and use their powers to harm others. The Marigold 

Inn is home to a council of witches who monitor the area and keep the Rogues in check,” said 

Gavin. 

“So you’re a witch living in the Inn, does that mean you’re on the council?” asked Mena. 

“No, darlin, I’m a bounty hunter. We have an understanding that we don’t harm anyone, 

be they pure human or witch. Sometimes, though, people either enjoy killing or, like Zeke, they 

can’t help themselves. When a witch starts hurting others, it’s the job of bounty hunters to 

bring them in by any means.” 

Mena looked down at her hands, her fingernails full of dirt and skin and blood, her wrist 

a black crevasse staring back at her accusingly. “I don’t have a choice, do I?” 

Taking tentative steps, Gavin made his way to her. He placed his hand on her shoulder. 

“No one but me has seen you, darlin. I was sent with Lindsey to collect Zeke, but he’s dead. 

They’re both dead.” He took a breath, his tone softened. “If you can’t trust that I want to help 
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you, then go, leave Marigold Springs. But we aren’t bad people, Mena. We have a great Healer, 

and Shelby, our coven High Priestess, is a Seer. There is a chance we can help you find the 

answers you are looking for. I won’t force you to come. The choice is yours.” 

Mena looked up into his dark eyes. She wanted to believe him, to believe he was sincere 

in his words. A twinge of panic fluttered in her stomach. Right now, in this moment, she had to 

decide if she wanted to know who she was before she woke up in this house, or if she wanted 

to use the chance to start over, to write her own story on this clean slate granted by her 

memory loss. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Mena hadn’t realized she was cold until Gavin started the heater in the beat-up Honda 

Civic and it reached her in the backseat. As the hot air pushed against her skin, she felt tingly. 

She rubbed her arms and felt chilly flesh prickle beneath her hands. 

The road from the abandoned housing subdivision wound up and around a mountain, 

leading to the peak and the Marigold Inn. Lights blinked through the dense trees, some of the 

residents of the hotel were still awake and active despite it being three in the morning.  

“Where are all the people?” asked Mena. 

“This was once a thriving town, but then the recession hit and Marigold was just too 

isolated to survive it. People cleared out. Witches found it, though. Like I said, it draws us.” 

“There was a recession?” 

“Yeah, in the mid-2000s.” 

Mid-2000s? Mena sat up straighter in her seat. 

“What year is it?” She tried to sound nonchalant.  

“2016.” 

She pulled the driver’s license out of her back pocket and held it up to the moonlight. 

The birthdate on it was in 1957. If it was really 2016, that would make her 58 or 59 years old. 

Mena leaned over in the backseat to look at herself in the rearview mirror and was startled to 

see that her bruises were yellowed, as if they had been fading for some time. 

Gavin looked back at her and she wondered if her silence made him nervous. 

“What’s going to happen at the Inn?” asked Mena. 
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“I’m taking you to see Shelby, our High Priestess and coven leader. If anyone can help 

you, she can. The woman is a gifted Seer.” 

“What is a Seer?” 

Gavin glanced in the rearview mirror at Mena, who had chosen to ride in the backseat 

after making sure the manual windows rolled down, just in case. 

“A Seer is a witch who can look into someone’s mind to see the past. Normally, a Seer 

can’t show the person what they are seeing, just describe it to them. Shelby is different. She 

can make things play in your mind like a movie, show you parts of your life from your 

perspective. Basically, she can tap into your memories and help you remember what happened 

to you. If we know that, we might be able to fix what’s wrong,” he said. 

Mena pursed her lips and nodded. That sounded exactly like what she needed right 

now, but the thought of opening up her mind to a stranger made butterflies erupt in her 

stomach. She didn’t know what the lady would find, what she would learn about herself, but 

Mena feared the worst from her memories, that she would learn she was, indeed, a monster 

who spent her days draining the lives from innocent people. She worried that her attempted 

suicide might have been the one lucid moment in a terrifying life, the moment she decided to 

remove herself from the world to save it from being ravaged by a demonic entity bent on 

killing. Perhaps letting a stranger wriggle around in her brain would open up that part of her 

and she would continue her murderous ways. 

“What if my memories are gone for a reason,” she said, finally giving voice to her fears. 

“But what if they aren’t?” said Gavin. 
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Mena was quiet for a few moments. Other things could make a person attempt suicide. 

A lost job, a breakup, or the death of a loved one were all traumatic events that might lead one 

to end their life. At this point, Mena didn’t have enough information about herself to really 

know why she tried to do what she did. 

Not wanting to think about that anymore, she changed the subject. “Can she see 

everything?” 

“Nope,” Gavin said. He smiled and glanced in the rearview again. “The memories have 

to be strong, like big events in your life. Think special birthdays or meeting your hero, that kind 

of stuff. Shelby won’t be able to tell you what you had for breakfast on July 8, 1993 unless you 

found a finger in your cereal.” 

The last turn in the road led to a clearing in the woods, revealing the hotel standing in 

the moonlight. It was a Victorian mansion built in the 1800s. Three of the five floors featured 

elongated balconies overlooking the parking lot. The fourth floor was the last floor spanning the 

length of the hotel, and the fifth floor was gabled with smaller, decorative windows. Instead of 

bricks, the hotel was constructed of large sandstones. Ivy clung to the walls, trailing up the 

balconies, and the scent of night-blooming jasmine filled the air. 

Gavin pulled the little white car into the parking lot. There were four other cars; the rest 

of the gravel lot was empty. Mena tentatively opened her door and the cold autumn air rushed 

in, flushing out the cozy heat and taking her breath away for a moment. She wrapped her arms 

around herself and stepped out of the car. The gravel making up the parking lot was chilly 

against her skin, the rocks digging into raw flesh. Though draining Zeke had healed her wounds, 
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the skin around the cuts was still tender to the touch. Sitting back down, she watched as Gavin 

circled around the car to meet her on her side, the side facing the hotel. 

“I promise, it will be ok,” he said. He smiled a tired smile, his face a stiff mask. 

“You don’t really know that, but thanks for trying,” she said. 

“Take a minute if you need to.” 

“It’s not that. Well, it is, but mostly the rocks hurt my feet.” 

He looked down and saw her bare feet for the first time. Eyes wide, he said, “Darlin, 

where are your shoes?” 

“You’re guess is as good as mine.” 

“I wish you woulda told me. Here,” he said as he sat down and started untying the laces. 

“Take mine.” 

“I couldn’t.” 

“Girl, you’re gonna get an infection and your feet are gonna fall off. I don’t have cooties. 

Please put on the shoes.” 

He handed the black work boots to Mena. She pulled them on and stood, grateful for 

the foot protection. A few sizes too big, she slipped around in them, making her feel as if she 

was a little girl wearing her father’s shoes. She stopped walking and steadied herself, glancing 

behind her in time to see Gavin carefully picking his steps as he followed her to the hotel 

entrance, his white socks too thin to protect his feet from the sharp edges of the rocks. 

Gravel crunched under their feet as the pair approached the entryway to the hotel. 

Before reaching the door, they had to walk around a large, unused cement fountain. The basin 

was mostly empty except for the green moss covering the bottom and sides. A winged being, 
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possibly an angel—Mena couldn’t tell for certain because it was still so dark—stood in the 

middle of the emptiness, looking forlorn in her inability to function like a fountain is supposed 

to. 

As they walked into the lobby, Mena was first struck by how derelict the room was. The 

room would have been dark if there weren’t dozens of candles burning in metal holders on 

tables along the walls of the large room. The carpet was crimson and gold but faded as if it had 

been left out in the sunlight too long. Looking up, Mena could see that there was indeed a large 

skylight far above their heads. The wall paper, also faded crimson and gold, was peeling in 

places, allowing the dirty sheetrock to peek out. Ahead of them on the far side of the room was 

a grand wooden staircase leading to the second floor.  

“We have electricity, but most of us prefer candlelight,” said Gavin. 

Mena stepped over to a table with candles on it. She felt the heat rising from the table 

and closed her eyes for a moment, enjoying the slight heat and trying to steady her racing 

heart. She was beginning to shake, her impossibly bad night not yet over.  

Though this night’s events were bad, they weren’t finished. Shelby loomed over Mena’s 

future, a giant unknown figure who would decide what happened to her from this point on. 

Gavin was sure Shelby would help, that the high priestess would be able to unlock Past Mena 

and bring her back, but Current Mena had doubts. Zeke killed children and was supposed to be 

brought in my Gavin and Lindsey because killing was prohibited. Mena killed Zeke using 

whatever witch power she had. Mena was guilty whether she meant to kill or not. Much like 

Zeke, she felt like she couldn’t help it. Somewhere in this hotel, her judge waited. 
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Clutching at the dagger in her waistband to steady herself, she opened her eyes and 

looked at Gavin. She thought about darting past him and out the door. She hadn’t seen Shelby 

yet, and the high priestess didn’t know she existed. There was still time for Mena to run away. 

But there was still so much she didn’t know, and questions were piling up like logs 

outside of the dam that was her mind. Along with who and what she was, Mena now worried 

that she would spend the rest of her life running. Gavin had told her earlier that Zeke had the 

ability to track people down. Zeke was dead, but surely other witches had the ability to track as 

well. They were a coven of bounty hunters, after all. Mena didn’t want to spend her life looking 

over her shoulder, wondering if everyone she met was a tracker sent to bring her back to the 

hotel to meet her fate. 

“Ok, I’m ready. Where is she?” said Mena. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Up and up they went to the fifth floor. Mena was slightly dizzy from the circular climb up 

the flights coupled with the massive blood loss she had suffered. Pausing at the top of the 

stairs, she looked around. The same carpet from the lobby also covered the well-lit hall, but it 

was in much better shape because there wasn’t any natural light coming in to strip it of its 

colors. The wallpaper covering the walls had been somewhat repaired. She could see trapped 

air bubbles where someone had reglued the paper onto the sheetrock underneath it. 

The hallway spanned out quite a ways to the right and left of the stairwell. The wall on 

the side facing what was once a resplendent fountain was broken up by doors every few feet, 

doors which presumably led to guest rooms if this was still a functioning hotel. The opposite 

wall was different, though. It was still broken up by doors, but instead of several doors per side, 

there were only three large, wooden sliding doors dividing the space. 

“Shelby’s in the middle one, right there,” said Gavin. He pointed at the double doors 

directly across the hall from the stairs. 

Mena’s chest tightened and there was a swooping feeling in her chest as her heart 

began to beat faster. She didn’t feel much fear, just anxiety. Touching the dagger tucked in the 

waistband of her pants, she allowed it to calm her nerves. 

“Is she cranky when woken?” asked Mena. She didn’t want Shelby to be mad at her right 

out of the gate, before learning that Mena was probably a terrible demonic being bent on 

murder and mayhem. 

“Nah, we keep vampire hours here,” said Gavin. When he saw the puzzled look on 

Mena’s face, he added, “You know, awake all night, sleep all day? Witches of all kinds tend to 
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be more active at night.” 

“Oh, I guess that makes sense,” said Mena. 

Mena heard a bang and jumped. Yelling came from the middle of the three doors, the 

door directly across the hallway from the stairwell. It sounded like a woman and a couple of 

men, but the words were indistinguishable because the people were all yelling at the same 

time. Gavin walked across the hall and stood at the door.  

“I’m not sure what’s happening in there, but they may need help,” said Gavin. 

He pointed to a chair Mena hadn’t noticed until now. Sitting down, she watched as he 

opened one side of the double doors and stepped into the room. The yelling was louder while 

the door was open and she leaned over from the chair to peek into the room, curious about 

what was happening, but Gavin promptly closed the door behind himself. 

She could hear his voice added to the din, then a scuffle, something breaking, and 

silence. Above all, the silence was deafening. Mena sat and strained her ears, desperate for a 

sound, but only heard the blood rushing through her body, her heart beating in her ears, her 

stomach growling. She thought about the smell of the roasting child, how it made her mouth 

water with hunger until she knew what was roasting on the spit, and tried to will away her 

desire for food. As hard as she tried, her physical need for food trumped her disgust and her 

stomach continued its angry song. She wondered how long it had been since her last meal. 

The door opened and Mena jumped again. She stood as an older, Asian woman was 

pushed out of the room, her arms tied behind her back. The woman was short and round like a 

toad, her face wrinkled and slightly drooping, her wild black hair streaked through with thin 

grey strands. Her clothing was smeared with dirt and almost as wrinkled as her face.  
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A small, mousy man continued to push the struggling woman toward the stairs. In stark 

contrast to the dirty woman he was behind, his grey hair was cut high and tight, his black long-

sleeved shirt smelled like it had just been pulled out of the dryer, and his black pants had a crisp 

ironed crease trailing down both legs. 

“I’m not a Rogue,” said the Asian woman, her voice loud and echoing in the hallway. 

“I’m not, I swear. I don’t harm others, same as you. Shelby’s lying. Let me go,”  

Pulling forward and whipping to the right, she knocked into Mena, sending both women 

tumbling to the ground in a heap. The woman writhed on the floor like an injured snake, 

screaming and thrashing around in an attempt to pull herself up while keeping her bound hands 

away from the man. Mena, caught in a flurry of elbows and knees, started pulling herself 

backward.  

She made it halfway clear of the woman whose face began grinding into her wounded 

abdomen. Mena screamed in pain and watched fresh blood squirt out of her stomach, coating 

the struggling woman in crimson. Mena doubled over in fresh agony, finally freeing her legs 

only to pull them up to her chest.  

She stayed in that position for a moment, trying to catch her breath. When the pain 

subsided, she realized the screaming had stopped. Mena looked over at the old woman who 

was still face-down on the carpet, but she wasn’t moving anymore, either. Mena’s heart leapt 

into her throat as she feared she might have killed the woman right there in the hallway, right 

before talking to the one person who could lock her away. 

The clean-cut man pulled the Asian woman to her feet. He lifted her like she was a 

marshmallow that had fallen to the floor instead of a person twice his size. Mena looked up and 
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her green eyes met the Asian woman’s deep mahogany. She was alive, but she was trembling, 

her face covered in Mena’s blood. 

“Get me out of here,” she said to the man. Her voice was hoarse and low. 

As they were walking toward the stairwell, a very tall, Amazon-like woman walked out 

of the room behind them. Her white t-shirt strained against her muscular arms. More than a 

gentle step, she appeared to glide instead of walk as she entered the hallway, her white-blond 

hair adding to the ghostly illusion. The woman’s voice was smooth and lyrical as she said, “Did I 

miss something?” 

“Nothing I couldn’t handle, Shandra,” said the man. He smiled at the woman, but it was 

a strained smile and it did not reach his eyes. 

“I’m ready to go. Take me; do it now,” said the old woman, her eyes never leaving 

Mena. 

“You heard her,” said Shandra.  

They led her to the stairs and disappeared as they descended. The door to the room 

they walked out of slid closed again, leaving Mena alone in the hallway once more. She got up 

from the floor and sat back in the wooden chair, her abdomen smarting from the assault. 

Butterflies zoomed around in her stomach as she waited for…she wasn’t really sure. 

Gavin had told her there was a woman named Shelby leading the bounty hunters, that she lived 

in the hotel, but not much else. Mena thought about why she was so nervous, what the worst 

case scenario was. Thinking of Zeke, drained of something vital to life and lying ashen on the 

dirt, Mena worried this woman would see her as dangerous or a threat to those staying in the 

Marigold Inn.  
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Gavin said they would send unpredictable and unchangeable witches to detention 

centers. The thought of being locked away made Mena’s head spin again. Her chest tightened 

and her breath caught in her throat. Blood rushed to her head and flooded her ears, blocking 

out any and all sounds so the only thing she could hear was a whooshing sound. Her vision 

swam, the reds and golds decorating the hotel hallway becoming an oil-slicked mosaic. Leaning 

over, she hugged her ears with her knees and just stared at Gavin’s giant black boots. Mena 

pulled air in through her nose and held it for a moment before slowly blowing it out through 

her mouth. After a few minutes, her heart stopped trying to escape through her mouth and her 

vision cleared enough that she could see little flecks of bone and hair decorating the boots on 

her feet, which she then immediately kicked off. 
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Chapter 8 

 

Mena ran her feet over the smooth carpet, enjoying the feeling of the fibers against her 

still-raw flesh for a moment. It didn’t do much to ease her anxiety, but it felt nice nonetheless. 

She began pacing back and forth in front of the door, pausing every few steps to listen 

for any noise from the occupants of the room. Nothing escaped through the door, and Mena 

would resume her pacing in an attempt to calm her nerves, but it wasn’t working. She knew not 

much time had passed from when Gavin stepped into the room till this moment, but it still felt 

too long. 

Finally, getting a little dizzy from the pacing and afraid Shelby would decide her fate 

without even meeting her first, Mena stopped and slid one of the sliding doors back. She 

stepped into a room bathed in rich candlelight. Gavin was sitting on a tan suede couch against 

the wall across the room. He looked over at the sound of the door opening and Mena watched 

him smile and stand. 

Mena took in the rest of the room. Unlike the hallways and exterior of the hotel, this 

room was tastefully decorated and immaculately clean. The carpet had been ripped up, a 

sumptuous dark wooden floor laid in its place. The walls were sapphire blue pinstriped with a 

dusty rose. Beside the couch Gavin had been sitting upon was an end table topped by a crystal 

vase containing dark orange roses. Mena inhaled their sweet scent, an olfactory treat after the 

blood, vomit, shit, and barbequed-child. The blooms acted as a palate cleanser, chasing away 

some of the horror. She sucked it in through both her nose and her mouth; Mena could almost 

taste the sweetness dancing tantalizingly upon her tongue. 
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To the right of Gavin and the roses was a small cluster of couches facing each other, a 

coffee table in the middle. A large ornate wooden desk was on the left side of the room; 

gleaming crystals and potted herbs surrounded a large oval mirror laying on the wooden top. 

On the other side of the desk sat a woman in a large Queen Anne’s chair upholstered in the 

same dusty rose as the pinstripes peeking through the sapphire on the walls. Dozens of fat 

white candles, some with multiple wicks, sat on tables around the room, giving the large open 

space a cozy, warm feeling.  

“Is this my present?” said the woman behind the desk. 

Without waiting for an answer, Shelby stood from her desk and glided to where Mena 

was standing. The woman was in her mid-forties, small strands of white shining through her 

long auburn hair. Her ample bosom and small waist were accentuated by the royal blue tank 

top and black pants she wore. She smelled like soap and roses. 

Mena’s guard immediately went up at the question. She wondered if she was supposed 

to feel flattered that such a beautiful woman would call her a present, but instead it made 

Mena wonder about her intentions. 

“You poor thing. Gavin told me you have had a hell of a night tonight and you don’t 

remember anything from before. Is this true?” said Shelby. 

“Yes, ma’am,” said Mena. 

Mena kept her answer short; she didn’t know what Gavin said about the night and 

didn’t want to contradict his version. It wasn’t so much that she wanted to keep the man out of 

trouble, but that she didn’t want to tell Shelby about murdering Zeke if Gavin had kept that part 

to himself. 
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 “Mena, this is Shelby, the high priestess of our coven. Shelby, this is Mena. She saved 

my life tonight,” said Gavin. 

Over-large emerald eyes strolled across Mena’s countenance, then down her body, 

ending at her dirt-caked feet. Shelby’s gaze lingered on Mena’s feet, drawing Gavin’s eyes there 

as well. 

“Hey, where did my boots go?” he asked. 

“Sorry. I saw…they were covered…they were dirty and I just couldn’t keep them on,” 

said Mena.  

“Darlin, I told you I don’t have cooties,” he said as he walked across the room toward 

the door. 

Mena didn’t want to tell him that his boots were plastered with his partner. She started 

to feel bad that she hadn’t tried to clean them off before giving them back. His reaction to 

Lindsey being blown up by Zeke was almost nonchalant. Mena now realized he was probably in 

shock or repressing his emotions while dealing with her, and hadn’t yet had to feel the full 

weight of the loss he suffered. Seeing his filthy boots might trigger his grief. 

She watched helplessly as he ran into the hallway to retrieve his boots, as he strode 

back into the room and sat on a brown towel covering the couch to protect it from the drying 

blood and viscera coating the rest of Gavin’s clothes. He sat down to pull his black work boots 

on. Holding the right shoe, he stopped and looked at it for a moment before dropping it to the 

floor. 

“Oh,” he said. 

“I’m sorry,” Mena repeated. 
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 “Me, too,” he said, his voice thick. 

“Gavin, can you wait in the hall while I speak with Mena?” asked Shelby. 

He nodded and left the room, still in his socked feet, leaving behind his ruined boots. 

Shelby gingerly picked them up off the floor, pulled the towel off the couch, and tossed 

everything out of sight behind her desk. 

Sitting on the suede couch, Shelby patted the seat beside her. “Come have a seat.” 

Mena sat next to the woman, their knees touching because of the small couch. Shelby 

took her hand, and Mena’s heart fluttered in her chest, but it wasn’t from anxiety or fear this 

time. She flushed and her hand tingled where Shelby was touching it.  

“Gavin told you that I am a Seer. Did he tell you how I see?” said Shelby. 

“No,” said Mena.  

“I need to connect with you, and the easiest way to do that is with blood,” said Shelby. 

“Oh, blood. Um, I’m covered in it, if that helps. Pretty sure it’s all mine,” said Mena. 

Shelby smiled. “If only it were that simple. I need fresh blood for it to work.” 

She produced a sewing pin, the red ball on the top looking much like the drop of blood 

Shelby was asking for. She pricked one of the fingers of Mena’s now-healed hand, lifted the 

hand to her face, and slipped her warm mouth over the tip of the bleeding finger. Her tongue 

lightly flicked the digit, taking a drop of the blood with the movement, then pulled the finger 

out of her mouth and dropped the hand. 

Stunned at what had happened, Mena sat on the couch, speechless. This strange, 

attractive, great-smelling goddess just licked her bloody finger as if it were as normal as a 

handshake. Her finger laid on her lap and she stared at it, unsure what to do. The pinprick was 
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already clotting, the blood ceased dripping out of the tiny wound. Would it be rude to wipe the 

finger off on her shirt? Mena looked up from her lap and into Shelby’s piercing eyes and felt her 

heart flutter again. Would it be weird to put the finger into her own mouth? 

“I taste power,” said Shelby. She closed her eyes and smiled. “There is a lot of power in 

your blood.” 

“What do you see? Why don’t I have my memories? What am I?” said Mena, a flood of 

questions gushing out of her mouth. She stopped just short of asking why she had tried to kill 

herself. Though she was burning with the desire to know, she was afraid of the answer. 

“It’s more difficult than that. I need to prepare myself to see into your mind. There is a 

lot to go through. For right now, though, I think it would be best if we both rested for the 

night,” said Shelby, her eyes still closed. 

“What did Gavin tell you?” asked Mena.  

She thought again of the woman struggling against the two bounty hunters in the 

hallway, screaming and thrashing. This woman sitting before her, small as she may be, was a 

powerful force and had the authority to send her away, too, to condemn her to a life locked 

away like a dangerous beast. 

“He said you put your life in jeopardy to save him from Zeke, that you woke in an 

abandoned house alone, scared, and without your memories, and you have an open wound.” 

Shelby opened her eyes and lightly brushed her delicate fingers across Mena’s still-bleeding 

midsection. “He didn’t tell me you need a shower; I could smell you when you walked in,” she 

added, wrinkling her nose. 

Blushing, Mena stood and walked across the room. “I’m sorry.” 
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“Oh hush,” said Shelby. She rushed up to Mena and grabbed her hands, both this time. 

“I know you can’t help it. I can tell, just by looking at your clothes and the dirt in your hair, you 

probably don’t have a home. Many witches find it difficult to live in a society that shuns them 

and they end up homeless. That’s why we’re here. If you don’t have anywhere else to go, you 

have a place to stay for the night.” 

“Can you help me remember who I am?” asked Mena. 

“I can certainly try. First, though, you need some food, a hot shower, and some sleep. 

We can see about restoring the rest of you tomorrow.” Shelby opened the sliding door and 

signaled to Gavin. “Put her in a room and get her something to eat from downstairs. I’ll send a 

Healer to see about her wound after she showers.” 
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Chapter 9 

 

Summary of missing chapters:  Mena meets with Shelby again, but this time is told to 

ask a question, hold it in her mind, and look into Shelby’s eyes. Mena asks what kind of monster 

she is, which is her most pressing question at this point in the story. Shelby then shows Mena a 

moment at the beginning of Mena’s journey. She is stalking a young boy walking with some 

friends. When he is alone, Mena watches herself attack him and drain him like she did Zeke. 

The horror of what she did makes her break off the vision and she resists any further prodding 

from Gavin to learn more about herself. The vision confirmed in her mind that she is, indeed, a 

monster that preys on people. 

Determined to redeem herself, she joins the coven and becomes Gavin’s partner bounty 

hunter. They hunt down witches drawn to the area and monitor them to make sure they are 

playing by the rules—they can’t harm others. During these few months, Gavin tries to seduce 

Mena, but Mena is hesitant, both because she feels like she doesn’t deserve love and because 

she feels an attraction to Shelby. Mena is confused because she loves both Gavin and Shelby, 

but there is something about Shelby that draws her. Eventually, though, Shelby wins out and 

they become lovers, which complicates Mena’s and Gavin’s relationships, both working and 

possible romance.  

Then comes a Rogue that needs to be taken to the sanatorium. It’s Mena’s first trip 

there, and as she is following Gavin and the Rogue in the facility, she sees the old Asian woman 

from the first few chapters. Her name is Maggie, and she is a powerful Seer. She convinces 

Mena that, upon their first run-in, she saw something Mena needs to know about because her 
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life is in danger. Before Maggie can show her this vision, Mena must know how she became a 

witch.  

The following chapter is the first vision, which is of Mena and Elizabeth in the grocery 

store. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce Elizabeth, set the time and place, and show 

what a true Seer can show a person. 
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Chapter 10 

 

“Staring at them isn’t going to make them jump into your stomach,” said Mena.  

She leaned against the counter of the Express Lane and watched her co-worker, 

Elizabeth, stare at the candy bars. It had been a slow day at Allen’s Grocery. 

“Oh, I know. But I’m so hungry right now,” said Elizabeth. 

“Pick one and do it quick. If Mr. Allen catches you, it’ll be your third strike. He’s crabby 

today, what with the break-in last night. He’ll fire you for sure.” 

 Looking around, Elizabeth grabbed two chocolate bars and scurried to Mena’s register 

while pulling a quarter out of her pocket, the cheap green and black cotton smock yielding the 

change without rustling. The transaction went quickly, but the loud snick of the register closing 

made the women jump. Mena glanced at the office door, expecting it to open and for Mr. Allen 

to come tumbling out, but the door remained closed. 

 “Why two? Are you that hungry?” asked Mena.  

 “Did you think I forgot? Happy twentieth birthday.” Elizabeth smiled up at the taller 

woman, winking as she slowly slipped the second chocolate bar into Mena’s pocket.  

Mena leaned down to kiss Elizabeth for the sweet present but yanked her head back 

when she heard the office door open. Elizabeth let out a squeak of surprise and sprang back to 

her register. Mena pulled a white cloth out from her other smock pocket and began wiping the 

counter, her cheeks burning. 

“Elizabeth, did you get the glass and mud cleaned up?” asked Mr. Allen, his caterpillar 

moustache wiggling with every word. 

“Yes sir, I sure did. I mopped twice to make sure all the tiny pieces were gone,” she said. 
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“Good girl, good girl,” he said. He turned to Mena. “Did you find anything missing up 

here at the registers?” 

Mena stopped pretending to clean. “Nope. There was some dried mud and a large set of 

footprints through the rest of the store, but Bigfoot didn’t even bother with the registers.” 

Elizabeth snorted, then whispered, “Bigfoot? Really?” 

Mr. Allen pretended not to hear the exchange. “That’s what I figured. Someone broke in 

last night, ignored the money, and went right for the food. They took candles and matches, too. 

Probably a couple of hungry bums.” 

“They? You mean Bigfoot has a buddy?” said Mena, smiling. 

“There’s quite a bit of canned food missing. Either there’s more than one, or whoever it 

was made a couple of trips,” he said. Mr. Allen turned to go, thought better of it, and faced the 

women again. “Can I ask you girls a personal question?” 

Mena froze, staring at her boss. He had seen them, their small intimate moment 

showing the world what they were to each other. He was going to ask about their relationship 

then fire them. Monroe, Texas, was a small town. The rumor would reach its tendrils out from 

the store, snake its way around the small Houston suburb, and ruin both of their lives before 

they even left the store for the day. Mena held her breath. 

“Have either one of you ladies heard anything about this Star Wars movie? Tommy 

wants to see it, but I haven’t heard anything about it yet. Do you think it’s too scary for a seven 

year old?” asked Mr. Allen. 

“I don’t know, sir,” said Elizabeth. “My father hasn’t let me see a movie since Jaws came 

out a couple of years ago. He thought it was a fishing buddy movie. Boy, was he angry.” 
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Mena smiled as she began breathing again. “I haven’t seen it either, but I hear it’s 

bitchin’.” 

“Mena, language,” said Elizabeth. “There are ladies present.” 

Mena glanced around, then looked at Elizabeth. “No, there aren’t.” 

Elizabeth laughed as Mena winked at her, then looked back at Mr. Allen 

“Thank you, ladies. I’ll ask around.” Mr. Allen looked down at his watch, again 

pretending he hadn’t heard the exchange. “The next shift is coming on in an hour. Make sure 

your counters are clean before you leave.” He looked at the dry towel in Mena’s hand. “Don’t 

forget the cleaner this time.” He walked back to his office. 

“Picnic this evening?” Elizabeth loudly whispered from her station. 

 “Picnic,” said Mena, nodding her head in affirmation. 
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Chapter 11 

 

Summary of missing chapters:  Afterward, Mena is confused because she didn’t see 

herself becoming the witch. Maggie tells her she needs to come back for the next part of the 

vision. Mena leaves with Gavin and returns to the hotel. 

Thinking about the vision, she realizes it confirms that she was alive and in her 20s 

during the 1970s. Mena wants to know the rest of the story but must wait until another 

opportunity to visit the sanatorium. She keeps the information to herself because, much like 

the dagger she has kept hidden, it feels like it belongs only to her. 

Her relationship with Shelby is rocky. Part is due to her secret attraction to Gavin, 

something she can’t seem to squash, and part of it is because she starts to wonder why Maggie 

is in the sanatorium. When she asks Shelby about Maggie, Shelby forbids her from contacting 

the Seer, telling her that the old woman kills witches with her power. Mena asks how a Seer can 

kill and Shelby refuses to discuss the matter further, driving a wedge between the two. This 

pushes Mena toward Gavin. When Shelby learns about the affair, she reassigns Mena to a 

different partner. 

Mena and her new partner take another Rogue to the sanatorium. She splits off and 

finds Maggie, then receives the second vision of the field. The second vision sets up the 

romance between Mena and Elizabeth. 
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Chapter 12 

 

At five that afternoon Mena parked her bicycle next to a large white house, away from 

the windows. Six months earlier, Elizabeth had invited her over for dinner. Elizabeth’s parents 

immediately disliked Mena. Elizabeth’s father stood in the doorway of the home, refusing 

admittance, her mother standing behind him, glaring. The man sneered at Mena, saying, “You 

look like a dyke with your short hair. Stay away from my daughter, dyke. She isn’t like you.” At 

work the next day, Elizabeth apologized for their behavior. Mena blushed and didn’t say 

anything, fearing Elizabeth would reject her friendship if she knew her father was right about 

Mena being gay. It was a surprise when Elizabeth kissed her, then whispered “I love your short 

hair. It looks like Mia Farrow’s in Rosemary’s Baby.” After that, Mena would park her bike 

against the windowless side of the house whenever she came over, her frequent visits a secret. 

This afternoon, she didn’t have to wait long before Elizabeth came out of the house 

carrying a picnic basket. Mena smiled at the figure walking toward her. She loved it when 

Elizabeth wore her hair down, a cascade of honeyed curls spilling down her back instead of 

locked away in a bun on her head like when they were at work. Mena ran her hand through her 

own short black hair, wishing once more that she could afford a nice haircut like Elizabeth’s. 

Once together they headed toward the forest behind Elizabeth’s house. They hiked for 

about an hour. The barely discernable path wound around giant pine trees, through dense 

vegetation, and over a small creek. Elizabeth clutched the picnic basket to her chest while Mena 

held their shoes and socks as they crossed the swift moving water, using large stones they had 

thrown in it for that purpose. They safely arrived on the other side of the water, put their shoes 
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and socks back on, and continued on another mile through the shaded forest before coming to 

a large clearing. 

The glade was filled with wild flowers, a brilliant rainbow carpet awaiting their eyes. The 

women walked to the middle, careful not to crush any of the blossoms. Elizabeth’s steps were 

light and springy; she ran to the middle of the glade and picked several flowers as she waited 

for Mena to catch up. Mena arrived and watched as Elizabeth finished weaving the picked 

blossoms into two crowns. Pulling a small blanket from the picnic basket, Mena laid it in the 

deflowered area, then smiled as the other woman placed the deftly woven crown on her head. 

Mena closed her eyes and breathed in, taking in the floral scent of the glade. 

She opened her eyes in time to see Elizabeth kneel down and start unpacking the picnic 

basket. Plates of fried chicken, mashed potatoes, and green beans, followed by a bowl filled 

with salad and a mystery bowl covered in foil. Mena took one of the plates of food and smiled 

to herself. If she had been the one responsible for food, they would be eating ham sandwiches 

and chips. Though Mena worked full-time at the grocery store and her mother, Leslie, worked 

two jobs—during the day she served food to young children in the elementary school cafeteria, 

and at night she cleaned the only three office buildings in Monroe—they barely had enough 

money between the two of them to eat and pay bills. Leslie spent anything that was left over in 

Monroe’s only bar. Every payday she could be found staring into a glass of the deep orange 

bourbon she swore she would never touch again after the last payday. And every payday Leslie 

would drink that poison until her money ran out, then she’d totter to her car with the intention 

of driving the six miles home, only to be immediately pulled out of her car and into the city jail 

across the street by Officer Hannigan. In the morning he would call Mena to come get her. 
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Mena had to bike those six miles every Saturday morning. It was a loathsome ritual, a perpetual 

cycle she felt doomed to repeat until one of them died. 

After stuffing themselves with delicious food, Elizabeth took the plates and pulled out 

the covered bowl. She removed the foil to reveal two pieces of strawberry pie smooshed 

together into one big gooey mess of fruit and pie crust. 

“How did you know my favorite dessert is strawberry pie?” 

“Don’t you remember us talking about food the day we met?” 

Mena thought back six months and recalled Elizabeth’s first day at the grocery store. 

Nervous about having a job for the first time, the nineteen-year-old had been quite chatty, and 

being in a store full of food had steered the conversation. 

“I sure do. You spent twenty minutes talking about the cake you made in Home Ec,” said 

Mena. 

“And then you said you didn’t like cake, that you liked pie instead.” 

“That’s right. Cake’s boring.” 

“And later you told me you loved strawberries more than anything else in the world,” 

Elizabeth finished. 

“I’m so touched, Elizabeth.” 

“And you’re so silly, Mena. Who doesn’t like cake?” 

They ate the pie out of the bowl together, taking turns with the fork. Mena looked up at 

the sky and watched it ignite into warm reds, oranges, and yellows as the sun set beyond the 

forest, making the field of flowers look dull in comparison. She sighed as the day began to draw 
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to a close. Nothing could be more perfect than sitting here with Elizabeth, eating pie, and 

watching the tiny pinpricks of light peak through the darkening veil of the sky. 

“Are we really running away to Houston?” asked Mena. She dragged her finger around 

the bottom of the near-empty bowl. 

“In August,” said Elizabeth. “We’ll get a giant apartment. And a dog.” She looked 

sideways at Mena, a smirk on her face. 

“No dogs. I hate dogs.” 

“Ok, then I want a llama.” 

Mena smiled. “That’s not how this works. You can’t counter a ‘no’ with a ridiculous pet. 

How about a parrot instead?” 

“No birds. They’re too messy. How about a…dog?” 

Laughing, Mena started putting the dishes away. “I tell you what, I’ll consider the llama. 

We’ll name him Louie.” 

“Louie the llama? Deal!” Elizabeth snorted. 

The dishes packed, Elizabeth snuggled closer to Mena, who put her arms around the 

younger woman’s small shoulders. Elizabeth looked up as Mena looked down and their eyes 

locked. Mena bent down and kissed her softly, her hand trailing down to Elizabeth’s thigh, 

feeling the silky smooth skin beneath her fingertips. 

“That tickles,” Elizabeth giggled. 

“I know.” 

“Do it again.” 
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Mena obliged, lightly touching the other’s thigh again, her fingers whispering over skin. 

Goose bumps erupted all over Elizabeth’s naked flesh and she shivered. The dying light made 

her beauty more vivid to Mena, making her parted lips an inviting rose, her normally blue eyes 

an alluring shade of violet. Unable to help herself, she kissed Elizabeth again, harder and more 

demanding this time. Elizabeth responded just as hungrily. They made love as the sky shifted 

from periwinkle to rose and peach as the sun set beyond the trees of the forest. 

Elizabeth sighed a little as they parted. Wispy clouds had begun to appear, hiding the 

rising moon behind a blanket of fluff. 

“It’s starting to get dark,” whispered Elizabeth. She entwined her fingers with Mena’s. 

“Do you want to go?” asked Mena. Please say no, she thought. 

“Not really, but we have to.” 

“I know. It’ll be dark soon. Can we just lie here for a few more minutes?” 

“Of course, it’s your birthday.” 

They held hands, watching as the full moon peeked out from behind the clouds 

overhead, winking at their secret, forbidden love. The sun had completely set, meaning that it 

would be hard for them to make their way back to the house, even with the flashlights 

Elizabeth had packed in the bottom of the picnic basket. The creek would be especially 

troublesome. 

Finally, they stood up. Elizabeth picked up the blanket and shook it out in a failed 

attempt to remove little slivers of grass clinging to the fabric. The blanket rose high into the air, 

momentarily blocking Mena’s view of her lover. As it fell to Earth, Elizabeth looked at the her 

with a sly smile on her face, the kind of smile that told Mena the blanket was about to be laid 
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back down. Mena winked, then watched as the woman’s smile disappear. Elizabeth cocked her 

head to the side, her eyes focused on something behind Mena, who turned to see what was so 

puzzling. 

A man was standing among the trees, almost but not quite blending in with the tree 

line. He was very tall and very naked, wearing nothing but mud and a few leaves plastered all 

over his body, his hair an indiscernible color beneath layers of filth. Mena could smell earth and 

musk wafting toward them on the slight breeze. Though he was several feet away from the two 

women, his leer was discernable. 

Holy shit, it’s Bigfoot, thought Mena. She recalled the mud and footprints at the store. A 

shiver ran up her spine as she stared at him. 

He stepped out from the forest and walked toward the young women. Mena quickly 

backed up, bumping into Elizabeth, who seemed to be frozen in place. The man launched into a 

run, which startled Mena, who turned and smacked into Elizabeth, breaking the woman’s 

paralysis. Elizabeth then tried to turn but forgot to drop the blanket, jerking it out from under 

Mena’s feet. Mena fell just as the man grabbed for her, his long arms wrapping around 

Elizabeth instead. Before Mena could stand, the man slung the petite blonde over his shoulder, 

turned, and ran back to the forest. As Elizabeth began to scream, they disappeared into the 

trees. 
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Chapter 13 

 

 Summary of missing chapters:  Mena asks Maggie why she is showing her these 

things when they have nothing to do with Mena becoming a witch, Maggie tells her that she 

needs to return to the house and look at the message on the wall. 

Returning to the house she woke up in at the beginning of the story, Mena can’t seem 

to make sense of the words. She becomes frustrated and storms around the room, kicking 

newspapers, and screaming with frustration. During this temper tantrum, the dagger falls out of 

her pants. When she bends to pick it up, she sees the message reflected in the blade and 

realizes it says “Elizabeth” backwards. It is at this point that Mena thinks Elizabeth has 

something to do with her current situation, so she returns to the sanatorium to find Maggie. 

Maggie shows Mena the final vision, the one at the cabin. The final vision shows Mena 

what happened to Elizabeth and how Mena became a witch. 
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Chapter 14 

 

Mena struggled to stand, feeling dizzy from the fall, but she was determined to catch 

the man. She ran through the meadow and into the darkness cast by the trees. The moon hid 

behind the clouds, stealing what little light it had been casting on the scene. Mena had no 

choice but to slow down, moving forward with more caution than she wanted. Following the 

sound of the still screaming Elizabeth, Mena dodged from tree to tree, feeling her way through 

the forest, the undergrowth scratching bloody welts into her bare legs.  

She panicked at how quickly Elizabeth’s voice was leaving her behind. It echoed through 

the trees, the small sound bouncing all around Mena’s body, sounding like it could be coming 

from any direction. Unsure she was even going the right way, Mena stopped and looked 

around, hoping for a sign of the man passing through the undergrowth. 

The moon’s light was sparse as the feathery clouds trailed across its bright face. In the 

forest below, the ebb and flow of light made it look like the pine trees were performing a dark 

dance as they undulated to unheard music. Something on the forest floor caught the light, 

shining in the dark. Mena stumbled through the undergrowth, tripping over an exposed root 

and landing right in front of the glimmer. 

She reached out her hand, afraid of what else this night had in store for her. Trembling 

momentarily, she forced her hand down to the dirt and grabbed it. Mena pulled it toward her 

face and discovered she held a dagger, about twelve inches long with blue hilt made of stone. 

The hilt was not smooth; Mena could feel grooves etched into the stone beneath her hand, but 

it was too dark to see the design. The cleanliness of the weapon made her wonder if it 

belonged to the man, if he had it in the meadow, if he dropped it while taking Elizabeth. Its 
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appearance convinced her she must be on the correct path. She tucked the dagger into the 

waist of her shorts. She felt a little relief now that she had a weapon. Feeling more confident, 

Mena stood up and carefully made her way forward. She wound around trees and through the 

brush, walking toward the sound of Elizabeth’s cries. 

After a few minutes, the sound of screaming stopped. No, not stopped. As Mena 

continued walking, the cries found her ear but they were muffled. Mena’s stomach lurched and 

her body numbed. She couldn’t lose Elizabeth. That little blonde was the only good thing in her 

otherwise shitty life. She quickened her pace knowing she was almost there, wherever there 

was. 

Mena came up on a clearing and stopped before the tree line. She remained hidden as 

she took in the clearing before her. A motorcycle was propped up a few feet to her left. The 

tank and fairing were red with rust; the tires worn but clean. In the center of the small clearing 

was a tiny cabin; the muffled sound of Elizabeth’s terror was coming from inside. Creeping up 

to the dirty window, Mena peered in. 

There was trash strewn about. Plastic bags that had once been white were now brown 

with dirt, newspapers yellowed with age, hamburger wrappers splotched with dried 

condiments, and rags that might have been clothing at one point in time littered the rotten 

wood planks serving as a floor. In the far corner was a dingy mattress covered with moldy 

blankets. There was a faint light coming from behind the mattress, but Mena couldn’t tell what 

caused it. A wooden chair sat in the middle of the room, and in that chair sat Elizabeth. No one 

else was in the cabin. 
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Mena looked around the small clearing for any sign of the naked man, but he wasn’t 

there. Her feet whispering on the ground, she stealthily crept toward the decaying door. The 

door’s rusty hinges squealed in protest as she slowly pried it open, the noise ringing in the night 

and making Mena freeze, anticipating the man’s return. After a few uneventful moments, she 

yanked the door the rest of the way open, amazed at the courage she didn’t feel. Glancing 

around the small cabin to confirm its emptiness, she ran to Elizabeth, who was passed out in 

the chair. Mena examined the rope tying her lover’s hands together behind her back. The 

cording was old and frayed, immediately giving as she pulled at the knot. That task done, she 

set about waking Elizabeth. 

Still afraid of letting the strange man know she was there, Mena first tried shaking her 

as it was nice and silent. A few shakes with no response told her it would take a louder 

approach, so she started saying Elizabeth’s name softly, then upped the volume to an 

aggressive whisper. Mena groaned in frustration as Elizabeth’s eyes didn’t even so much as 

flutter. As a last resort, she did the one thing she never wanted to do to another person: she 

reached back her hand and delivered a fierce slap across her lover’s face. Elizabeth’s head 

rocked back with the blow and a handprint bloomed red on her cheek. It worked; the girl’s eyes 

flashed open and, disoriented, a squeal of fright pushed out of her mouth. Mena covered 

Elizabeth’s mouth with her still-stinging hand. 

“Shhhh,” said Mena. “I don’t know where he is. We need to get out of here.” 

Relief flooded through Elizabeth’s blue eyes as she focused on Mena, who nodded and 

hugged her girlfriend. Mena was happy that she was alive, but the man still lurked somewhere 
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out there in the forest, possibly watching the cabin, waiting for them to come out. Relief wasn’t 

what she was feeling despite finding Elizabeth alive; instead, her fear intensified to dread.  

Mena pulled her from the chair and watched as she took a step. Elizabeth was trembling 

like a newborn deer as she took first one step, then another, toward the door. Mena displayed 

a patience she did not feel, afraid that if she pulled too hard, Elizabeth would collapse. They 

made their way to the door, then into tall grass of the clearing, Elizabeth becoming steadier 

with each step.  

A few feet from the tree line, Mena looked up at the sky. The wispy clouds were no 

longer trailing across the face of the full moon, which was now shining down on them like a 

gigantic search light. It reminded Mena of the dagger she found; she felt its warmth, borrowed 

from her skin where it lay in the waistband of her shorts. 

Finally reaching the edge of the forest, Mena took one last look at the cabin as she tried 

to walk through the trees. Instead of folding into the safety of the forest, she bumped into one 

of the pines hard enough to knock herself down, causing her to land on her butt and pulling 

Elizabeth down, too. Mena struggled to get up but couldn’t with Elizabeth lying on top of her. 

She looked into the forest and saw the naked man crouched on the ground, watching from the 

cover of darkness. He leered at her, eyes glowing and saliva dripping from his mouth as he 

crawled toward the girls. Mena finally pushed Elizabeth off herself and scrambled backward 

toward the cabin, the dagger falling out of her shorts as she scurried. Mena screamed at 

Elizabeth to move, but the girl just sat motionless.  

A hand grabbed her short hair and yanked her to her feet. Mena was only able to turn 

her head a tiny bit. A woman stood behind her, just as naked and filthy as the man now 
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kneeling beside Elizabeth. Mena tried to struggle, thrashing about like a hooked bass, but the 

woman’s grip was tight. She envied the unconscious girl on the ground. 

The man rose and, in three long strides, stood in front of the struggling women. “Which 

one do you want?” he asked. His voice sounded like rocks rubbing against steel. 

“This one’s fine. The other one’s probably got a concussion and I don’t need the 

headache,” said the woman. 

“You got it, Love.” 

Spinning in place, a wave of nausea washed over Mena as the man’s hands roughly 

grabbed her and turned her around. The woman gently took Mena’s head into her hands, 

angling her face down. She stared into dark brown eyes devoid of emotion but full of need. 

Unable to blink, she watched as the woman’s eyes glowed a frosty blue and Mena became 

dizzy. She felt herself lifting up even though her body hadn’t moved. A tautness formed and she 

felt the tether connecting her to her body begin to fray. 

“Let her go,” screamed Elizabeth from somewhere in front of Mena. 

The connection broke, the tether yanked her back into her body, and a sharp pain 

erupted from where her appendix had been removed three years before. Instinct kicked in and 

Mena pushed the woman away, sending her sprawling to the ground. She stared at the tip of 

the dagger protruding from the woman’s ribcage. The man threw her away from himself and 

knelt beside his woman. She opened her mouth, but, instead of her smooth voice, blood 

trickled out. 

“What did that little girl do to you?” he howled. 

Mena looked around and saw Elizabeth standing to the side.  
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“Come on, let’s go,” said Elizabeth. She was soaked in a spray of blood from stabbing 

the woman, and she was no longer trembling. 

Mena ran for the trees, Elizabeth right behind her. They heard the man howl as they 

darted in between the trees. Mena heard him enter the forest right behind them and she 

wished she had grabbed the dagger before running. Frantic, she looked around as she ran, 

searching for her companion. She knew Elizabeth had broken through the tree line right behind 

her and should have been within a few feet, but she wasn’t. Ducking behind a tree, knowing 

that the man could catch her, she strained her ears to hear any sign of someone coming up 

behind her. There was nothing. 

She crept around the pine and looked back toward the clearing, but she had come too 

far to see anything. Without a moment of hesitation, she ran back to the cabin, sure the man 

had grabbed Elizabeth and dragged her away. Mena didn’t stop at the tree line this time; she 

barreled through the dense undergrowth and into the clearing. 

An explosion to her gut rocked her forward, then to her knees. The man had been 

waiting for her to return and punched her in the still-bleeding wound in her midsection. Trying 

to breathe, she retched instead. She rolled onto her back and pulled in a sharp breath, then 

rolled again onto her knees and looked up, unable to rise from her position but needing to 

know what was happening. 

A couple feet from Mena, Elizabeth lay on the dirt. Mena watched, helpless, as the man 

dragged the struggling blonde to where the naked woman lay bleeding on the ground. He 

hadn’t bothered to remove the dagger from her back and she was gasping for air. The man sat 

beside her and pulled her into a sitting position, then yanked Elizabeth’s head up by her hair 
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until the two women were face-to-face. The other woman grabbed Elizabeth’s face, like she 

had Mena’s, and stared into the girl’s eyes.  

Mena struggled to her feet, took a step, and fell back to her knees, her hands clutching 

her stomach. This time she vomited, sour stomach acid mixed with the sweet strawberries 

spilling to the ground. She pulled her face away and looked up in time to see both women’s 

eyes burning blue. Mena could almost feel the floating, ripping feeling. Blue mist flowed out of 

the other woman’s eyes and into Elizabeth’s, which sucked up the mist like sand drinks water. 

Pale blue light shot out of Elizabeth’s eyes and into the woman’s, then both collapsed in the 

man’s arms. 

He let go of the other woman and untied Elizabeth, who blinked a couple of times, then 

turned to face the man. Mena expected her to scream and run, but neither of those things 

happened. Instead, Elizabeth wrapped her arms around the man’s neck and pressed her lips to 

his. Mena wanted to stand, to yell, to grab her friend, but moaned instead, still confined to her 

knees because of the gaping wound.  

The man swaggered toward Mena and used his foot to push her over. Squatting down, 

he grabbed her hands and wrenched them away from her abdomen. 

“Damnit,” he said. “It’s such a nice body, too.” 

Shaking his head, he kicked Mena once, then walked back to Elizabeth, kissed her, and 

mounted the rusty motorcycle. Mena watched as her girlfriend climbed on behind the man. 

They drove around to the far side of the cabin, the roar of its engine fading as they raced away. 

Mena crawled around the vomit soaking into the dirt, slowly making her way to the dirty 

woman. Determined to kill the bitch, Mena grabbed the woman’s shoulder with the intention 
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of rolling the body over to get at the dagger. The woman groaned and her eyes fluttered open. 

Blue eyes. Familiar eyes. 

“It hurts,” gasped the woman. 

“Elizabeth?” asked Mena, still unsure of what had transpired. 

“You’re so silly, Mena” she whispered. More blood oozed from her mouth. 

Mena pulled the strange head to her lap and stroked the tangled brown hair, trying her 

best to comfort Elizabeth. The dagger twitched with every beat of Elizabeth’s heart. Mena 

didn’t know what to do, what to say. She’d never held a dying person before. 

“Tell me about Houston,” Mena said. It was the first thing to pop into her mind. 

“It’s so big,” said Elizabeth. The pain was evident in her voice, but she seemed 

determined to get her words out. “No one will care we’re together.” 

“And we’ll get that dog,” said Mena, tears dropping from her face onto Elizabeth’s, 

leaving muddy trails on the woman’s dirty face. “Any dog you want. I promise.” 

Elizabeth sputtered and her body spasmed, then went completely still. Her eyes, those 

beautiful blue orbs Mena could lose herself in, froze open, looking but no longer seeing. Letting 

loose a wail of grief, Mena clutched the empty body as if she could force life back into it. 

“Don’t go,” she said. “Don’t leave me. I don’t want to be alone.” 

Not knowing what to do, Mena reached under the body and pulled out the dagger. 

More blood pooled from the wound, drenching Mena’s lap in deep crimson. She stood and felt 

the blood ooze down her legs. Inside, a debate roared in her head. Bury the body, or leave it for 

scavengers? Did the few minutes it housed Elizabeth make it hers, or was it still the other 
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woman’s body? Mena finally realized there was no choice to make when there was a lack of 

digging tools. 

The empty light of the moon shone down on Mena as she walked around the cabin. The 

luminescent orb guided her as she found a dirt path and followed it, the same path the 

motorcycle took when the couple left. The path was long and winding. Mena trudged along it, 

not really paying attention to where she was headed until the soft crunch of her sneakers 

against the dirt changed to a harder thud. The path was a hidden driveway that intersected a 

paved road. Following it to the left should lead back to Monroe. Mena looked down and saw 

tire marks from the motorcycle headed right, away from town. Tucking the dagger back into the 

waistband of her shorts, Mena thought of Elizabeth and turned right. 
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Chapter 15 

 

Summary of missing chapters:  Afterward, Maggie tells Mena that someone took those 

memories from her; someone burned a hole in Mena’s brain, permanently damaging her 

memories from before and that she will never be able to remember her past. Mena is angry 

and frustrated at learning she will never be whole again. 

 Returning to the hotel, Mena wants to find out who stole her memories from her. 

Shelby is still angry over the affair with Gavin, Gavin is avoiding Mena because he wants to keep 

working as a bounty hunter for the coven, and Mena doesn’t exactly know what she wants. 

Unable to fix the situation, she decides to use the internet to look up Monroe, Texas.  

 She learns about the muddy footprints and stolen items at the grocery store and 

decides to go and investigate. Mena figures that while she can never retrieve her memories, 

she might be able to talk to people who knew her from before and learn about herself. She also 

wants justice for her past, to kill the Swapper that put her in this mess in the first place. Maybe, 

through killing the Swapper, she can feel free to live this new life forced upon her.  
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Chapter 16 

 

Mena expected fireworks. She expected explosions. She expected a parade of purple 

unicorns running toward her, their horns ready to impale her for daring to return. There was 

nothing, nothing but the soft tap of her black sneaker on concrete as she stepped off the bus 

and once again touched the ground in Monroe, Texas.  

 She looked around as the greyhound bus drove away. Like her, the town remained 

untouched by the last forty years. Though nothing would ever make her memories return, she 

still had hoped returning to the town might spark something in her brain, removing the block 

that she refused to accept was permanent. 

 Mena didn’t fear the residents of this sleepy little town would recognize her. After all, 

she had disappeared forty years ago. Just in case, though, she had concocted a story about 

looking for her birth mother, which was kind of true in so many ways. If her real mother was 

still alive, Mena doubted the woman had left town, and the people who had changed her from 

a normal girl to a Soul Eater were also here. 

 Her first stop was Allen’s Grocery. The sweat covering her body made the chill air 

whooshing out of the store with the opening of the automatic door feel almost frozen. Monroe, 

so close to Houston and the gulf, was already a sweltering, humid hotbox at 10:45 this Saturday 

morning. Though she was grateful for the air conditioning, Mena was on a mission. Employees 

reported finding clumps of mud and subsequent footprints around the store. Items had also 
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come up missing when the manager asked for an inventory to be done. It was weird enough to 

make paranormal chatrooms sing. Theories included aliens and Bigfoot. Mena knew better. 

She recalled the memory of finding the same muddy footprints in the store, the first of 

three memories Maggie had shown her in the asylum. It was a faded mimic of a true memory, 

more like the fuzzy edges left by a dream she could only remember small parts of—muddy 

footprints, a candy bar, and Star Wars.  

 “Can I help you?” 

 She looked around and realized she had been standing near the cigarette display for a 

while, completely spaced out, lost in her thoughts.  

 “Sorry. I was just trying to remember the last time I was in here,” she said. 

 “Well, that’s all right.” He smiled. “Do you need a pack of cigs? If so, I’ll need to see 

some ID.” 

 Mena laughed internally. If only he knew how old she really was. A 60-year-old trapped 

in a 20 year old body. Every person’s dream, right? In reality, it was a nightmare, one which 

Mena wished she could wake from. Never aging, she looked like an eternal child. Few people 

took her seriously, and even the people who did still occasionally treated her like someone 

lacking life experience.  

 “No thanks, I don’t smoke.” She smiled back. “Hey, were you working last week?” 

 “Yes, ma’am.” 

 “Did you work the day all that mud was in the store?” she asked. 

 “Nope, wasn’t me. I have class in the morning,” he said. Mena began walking away 

when he called out to her. “But Jamie was here.” 
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 “Is Jamie working?” 

 “Yeah. Try looking in produce. She’s scheduled to work over there today,” he said. 

 “Awesome, thank you.” 

 Mena took in the store as she walked toward the fruits and vegetables. She spotted an 

employee wearing a green smock near the cantaloupes. Jamie was a short, portly older woman 

sporting a long red ponytail. Mena watched it swing back and forth like a pendulum as Jamie 

mopped up some water. 

 “Excuse me, Jamie?” asked Mena. 

 “Yes, ma’am. Can I help you?” Jamie looked up from mopping. 

 “I hope so. The gentleman at the cigarette counter said you might have seen the mud 

that got tracked in last week.” 

 “Sure did. It wasn’t a whole bunch. There was some smeared on the door from where 

someone broke the lock and slid it open, a couple of clumps here and there with a couple of 

footprints leading down the aisles. I cleaned it all up in a jiff,” she said. 

 “There were footprints? Like man-sized?” 

 “Oh, no. These were totally chickadee prints. You know, little feet. They even went 

down aisle ten. That’s where we keep the womanly items.” Jamie whispered the last part, then 

glanced around, her cheeks glowing red. 

 “Is that all that was stolen? Feminine hygiene products?” Mena matched Jamie’s 

whisper but not the blush. 

“Nope, she didn’t just take those…things. She also took some razors. And candles, but 

not only the good smelling kind. She stole the cheapy votives and birthday candles, too. All of 
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them. Isn’t that weird?” 

 “Really weird,” said Mena. “Thanks for the conversation.” 

 “Have a good day, chickadee,” said Jamie. She dropped her head and resumed mopping, 

her ponytail keeping time as she swayed back and forth. 

 As she made her way back to the cigarette stand, Mena nodded to herself. She now 

knew that the woman, the monster who had stolen Elizabeth’s body, was back in town. Was 

she alone? She had broken into the store and taken candles, so perhaps she was trying to swap 

bodies again. Mena made a mental note to check around for an altar. Something she had 

learned over the last two years was that witches sometimes needed help performing complex 

magic like body swapping and needed an altar to complete the transition from one body to the 

next. Now armed with this knowledge, she was determined to find the woman’s altar and 

destroy it. It wouldn’t bring Elizabeth back from the dead or kill the witch, but the destruction 

would be old-fashioned schoolyard vengeance. Eye for an eye justice. Dammit, it would just feel 

good. 

 “Was Jamie able to help you?” asked the guy behind the counter, once again 

interrupting her thoughts. 

 “Yep,” said Mena. She was about to walk away but paused. She remembered having a 

conversation with the old grocery manager and his name swam to the surface of her mind. 

Though he probably wasn’t a large part of her life, he might remember her from her time 

working for him and could tell her about herself. “Hey, you wouldn’t happen to know what 

became of old Mr. Allen, do you?” 

 The guy smiled sadly. “He passed back in the early ‘90s. He was my grandfather.” 
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 “I’m sorry for your loss,” she said. “I heard he was a nice man.” 

 “Yeah, Gramps was cool. He would have loved all these Star Wars movies coming out. 

Dad says that his best memories are of them going to see the originals when he was a kid.” 

 Mena left the store, the sultry heat rolling over her as the automatic door slid open. She 

instantly began to sweat, but she didn’t notice. Having already decided her next move, she 

patted the dagger tucked in her waistband and began the four mile walk home. 
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Chapter 17 

 

 Time and neglect had taken what little charm the house once possessed. The paint, a 

cheery lemon yellow at some point, was now dulled by sun and humidity, an unappetizing 

cream in some places, bleached white in others. At least, what paint was still clinging to the 

house, stubbornly refusing to let go of the graying wood. Humidity had wreaked havoc on the 

structure as a whole; the roof was partially caved in and the walls bowed out, making the house 

look like an elephant had sat on it at some point. 

 Looking at the abandoned house, Mena felt the last of her hope escape. She had hoped 

her mother might still live in the home, an aging woman happy to meet her ‘granddaughter’, 

someone who could show her pictures of her past and tell her who she was without knowing 

who she is. 

 Mena grabbed the front door knob and twisted fruitlessly. She didn’t really expect it to 

be that easy to get in, but she had to try anyway. Walking around toward the back of the house, 

she looked for an entry point. An abandoned house in a rundown part of town begged for 

trespassers. Mena only had to walk around to the first window on the right side to find a way 

in. 

 Inside, she waited for her eyes to adjust. The strong South Texas sun should have been 

streaming in through the windows, but even it seemed reluctant to enter. Glancing around the 

room, she recognized what was once a living room. A couch sat against the wall to her right, the 

blue and gold floral pattern worn and almost unrecognizable with all the dust. Right in front of 

it was a coffee table, rings in the wood showing where dozens of cold cans and glasses wept on 

the wood. The empty cans and broken bottles around these two objects suggested this house 
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was once used as a hangout for kids, but the settled dust and unbroken cobwebs told Mena 

those kids hadn’t been around for years. 

 She walked to the far side of the couch and went through the open doorway on the 

right, entering the tiny den the last owner had used for a bedroom; the bed was still against the 

far wall. Mena looked at the broken wreckage, all four bedposts broken and piled against the 

wall, the mattress torn as if by some animal, the springs poking their rusty heads through the 

ruined fabric. Along the left wall was the frame of a dresser, the drawers missing.  

 Mena wondered why all this stuff was still here in the house. The owner either left in a 

hurry or didn’t care about the furniture. She walked over to the drawer-less dresser and looked 

at the particle board masquerading as wood. It was junk, something picked up at a discount 

store and put together by hand. She wiggled the top and it fell apart, the top ripping itself out 

of her hand and falling on the sides no longer supporting it. The wall behind it was a brighter 

white than the dusty, dirty walls of the rest of the room. 

 A colorful piece of paper was stuck to the wall near the floor, hidden by the shoddy 

dresser for who knows how long. Mena stooped and pulled what turned out to be a picture off 

the wall. Holding it in her hand, she recognized the short black hair and cherubic face as her 

own. This was a picture of her in front of this house. 

 Mena looked around at the room. This was her stuff, her family’s stuff. Her mother was 

the last legal resident in the house, and it was her furniture scattered about. Mena took 

another look at the bed and wondered if this was her room, if she slept on that bed as a child. 

The thought of finding other hidden gems excited her and she began looking through the rest of 

the house with renewed eyes. 
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 Mena moved from the den to a tiny hallway branching out on the left, near the doorway 

to the living room. She entered the little hall and turned the knob on the left, the one that 

opened on what turned out to be the only bedroom. Not knowing what to expect, she was 

disappointed by the emptiness. There wasn’t anything in the small room at all. Devoid of trash, 

furniture, or anything else, it was as if no one had ever lived in it. Even the pictures that once 

hung on the walls were gone, bright rectangles of dirty paint showing where they used to be 

tacked highlighted their absence along the grungy walls. Was this where Mena slept, or her 

mother? Mena wondered if the woman had been so distraught over the disappearance of her 

daughter that she had packed up and moved. Or maybe this had been Mena’s room and her 

mother had thrown everything away, ridding herself of the reminder of her absent child. One 

thing was clear:  Mena couldn’t return to her old life, even if she wanted to. There was no old 

life left. 

 No longer eager to search the rest of the house, Mena backtracked to the living room 

and unlocked the front door. She had to yank the knob three times to get the warped door to 

move enough so she could leave. As she walked away from the house one last time she turned 

and imagined seeing herself as a young girl looking out from the dingy window of the only 

bedroom. Mena waved at the ghostly image and kept walking. 

 

 The white house was just as beautiful and imposing as the one in the memory Maggie 

let her see. The balcony jutting off the second story provided shade to the porch beneath. 

Mena heard the creak of the swing before she saw it hanging in place on the left side. She stood 

staring at the house for a few minutes, remembering the thoughts she had in the second 
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recovered memory, the ones about meeting Elizabeth’s parents and their immediate dislike for 

her. Elizabeth’s father had stood in the doorway of the home, refusing admittance, her mother 

hiding behind him.   

 Mena doubted the family still owned the house but she didn’t want to be caught 

trespassing, so she walked around the block, coming up around to the back of the yard and the 

entrance to the pine forest. The trees seemed taller and the darkness they produced was so 

much darker than Mena thought possible. Standing right at the tree line, she braced herself, 

took a deep breath, and walked through the first few trees. 

 The path to the meadow Mena and Elizabeth used was no longer discernable. Dense 

vegetation clustered around the tree trunks and decades of dead leaves littered the ground. 

They were soft with age and whispered under her sneakers as she slowly picked her way 

around the pines. After forty minutes, Mena began to wonder if she was headed the right way 

when she heard the flowing creek. She came up to the edge of it and looked for the mossy 

rocks they used to cross. Finding the stones, she took off her shoes and socks, then tiptoed 

through the water without touching the slimy rocks. Mena sat on the other side and pulled her 

socks, then shoes, over her wet feet, the moisture of the creek water making them damp 

anyway. She continued her journey and finally reached the flowered meadow. 

 Brilliant reds, oranges, and yellows were softened by violets and deep blues. The 

fragrance of all the intermixed wildflowers brought a lump to her throat. She wished the scent 

would bring Elizabeth to life in a way nothing else ever could, but there was still nothing, no 

returning memories. Mena tried to see the honeyed corkscrew curls bouncing as Elizabeth 

quickly picked her way to the middle of the field, wanted to remember what it was like eating in 
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this secret spot, the feeling of freedom that must have come with the seclusion. Instead, she 

saw flowers and bees. 

 Mena walked to the left along the perimeter of the flowers, keeping near the trees to 

preserve their lives. She didn’t need to disturb them in order to make her way to the cabin. 

Stopping where she remembered seeing the naked man in her mind, she turned to look at the 

meadow one last time. A few feet away shone a white stargazer lily, a brilliant beacon among 

the warmth of the other flowers. Mena carefully tiptoed her way to the lily. She pulled at the 

bloom, breaking the stem, and held it to her face. It smelled like sunshine and wind and rain. 

Still holding the flower, she carefully made her way back to the forest and entered it once 

more. 

 She walked among the pines in the direction she hoped would lead to the cabin, 

trudging through thick underbrush and over fallen branches. Winding through the pines, she 

took her time. Nervous energy swam around in her stomach and chest. She wasn’t sure she 

could face the woman parading around in the Elizabeth suit, but she knew she needed to. 

 Her heart jumped when she first spied the little wood building through opening 

between the trees, then plummeted when she realized night was falling. The walk through the 

forest had allowed the sun time to set, something she hadn’t noticed because the thick canopy 

blocking the sky bathed the ground below in perpetual twilight. 

 It seemed smaller than the one in her memory. The motorcycle was no longer there, but 

the garbage was, only different. The wrappers and newspapers were newer, and there were 

tattered clothes tangled in brambles beneath the grungy window of the cabin. Mena expected 
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to find bones, but there were none. She wondered if Past Mena had buried the body last 

housing Elizabeth’s soul. 

 Quickly and quietly, she made her way to the cabin, stopping to drop the stargazer lily 

on the ground. Mena didn’t know where the woman who stole Elizabeth’s body was, but Mena 

didn’t want to get caught unawares. She made it to the cabin, ducking under the window and 

hoping she hadn’t already been spotted. A minute passed without incident, giving Mena 

confidence that the woman hadn’t seen her. Slowly, she lifted her head and peered into the 

window. At first all she could see was the dirt encrusting the glass. Mena used the palm of her 

hand to wipe it clean and tried again. There wasn’t enough light left in the sky for her to see 

much except the outline of broken wood in the middle of the floor. A faint glow almost 

illuminated the far corner. 

 She walked to the door, looking around for movement and seeing none. The door stuck 

a bit when Mena tried to open in, then begrudgingly yielded on her second pull. She stepped 

inside and pulled the door shut behind herself. She didn’t need to wait for her eyes to adjust 

because of the candlelight in the far corner. 

 As she suspected, there was an altar on the other side of the little one room building. 

The light showed her the emptiness of the room and she relaxed knowing the woman wasn’t 

here. Mena walked to the altar and squatted down to get a better look at it. There were five 

small white votive candles burning in a circle with sticks creating the five pointed star. She knew 

this represented a witch’s pentagram by the items beside to each burning candle. A bell to 

represent air, salt to represent earth, a match to represent fire, a chalice to represent water, 
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and…at the top of the pentagram, the point requiring the symbol for spirit, sat a skull. It was old 

and worn by the elements in which it sat all these years.  
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Chapter 18 

 

 Mena walked out of the cabin and stood at the door, staring into the forest. This cabin 

was where it all began, where her life turned into something unrecognizable and she became a 

monster. She knew the skull belonged to the Swapper, the woman who had hijacked Elizabeth’s 

body, but it still made her angry to see it. The skull at the top point of the pentagram did not 

belong to Elizabeth, even though the young woman was its last inhabitant. The Swapper it 

belonged to wasn’t even its owner. No, that skull probably belonged to an innocent woman 

who, like Elizabeth, had been evicted from it, pulled away from her life by a selfish monster. 

 She waited in the doorway, the last of the light fading out and the stars peeking through 

the inky canvas of the sky, the moon just a sliver of light illuminating the small clearing. After an 

hour and no Swapper, Mena started to wonder if she was too late. The body thief might have 

already taken off.  

Mena looked up at the waning moon and wondered if she would even recognize the 

monster if she saw it. Forty years had passed since the night her life changed. A lot had 

happened in that time. She wished again that she could remember some of it, not just the small 

pieces shown to her by Shelby and Maggie, but other moments like birthdays and the first time 

she rode a bike. Even after living as Current Mena for the last year and making new memories, 

she knew they would never begin to replace the ones from her former life, that the memories 

which created Past Mena could never be recovered nor reproduced, making Current Mena a 

completely different person. 

Staring at the dark outline of the blackening moon, she saw movement out of the corner 

of her eye. Mena pretended not to see the young woman stumble out of the forest, instead 
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opting to gaze at the moon and slowly reach her hand down to the dagger tucked into the waist 

of her shorts. 

“Oh my god, is that you, Mena?” 

Her hand froze, her fingertips lightly brushing the hilt. Turning her head to see the 

woman better, Mena was startled to realize the body was Elizabeth’s, looking almost exactly as 

it had in the vision from Maggie. The honeyed curls were now limp and scraggly, as if the 

woman had not bathed in a few days. Her shirt had a hole in the right sleeve, as if it had caught 

a branch and torn. The jean shorts were dirty and faded. Mena realized the woman was 

wearing the same clothing she had on that night all those years ago. 

“It is! It’s you! But you haven’t aged, either. What’s happening?” said the woman. 

She started walking toward Mena, who in turn backed up into the cabin. 

“Stop. Don’t come any closer,” said Mena. 

It was too late. The woman grabbed Mena and pulled her into a tight hug. Mena tensed 

up and tried to pull the dagger out, but her arms were trapped by the smaller woman. She 

struggled and yanked herself free. 

“What’s wrong?” asked the woman. 

Her eyebrows were furrowed, her mouth drawn down. The candlelight flickered in her 

eyes, obscuring the color. 

“Don’t touch me,” said Mena. She withdrew the dagger and held it in front of her. 

“Mena, I’m confused. Why are you acting like this? Don’t you remember me? It’s 

Elizabeth,” said the woman. Tears left clean tracks through the dirt on her face. She repeated, 

“It’s Elizabeth.” 
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Mena backed further away from the woman, confused. This woman couldn’t be 

Elizabeth. The vision of that night showed a body swap, showed Elizabeth in the stabbed body, 

showed her die. The Swapper stole Elizabeth’s body and took off with her Swapper boyfriend, 

leaving the two women behind. It was impossible for this woman to be Elizabeth. 

“I don’t know your name, but you aren’t her. That girl is dead; she died forty years ago 

when you made her trade bodies with you so you wouldn’t die yourself,” said Mena. 

The woman sat down, her small frame making a soft thump on the rotting floorboards 

of the cabin. She put her face in her hands and started to cry in earnest, loud sobs wracking her 

body. 

“I know it sounds insane, but it’s me. I didn’t leave my body when Victoria took it over, 

not fully anyway, just a part of me,” she said between sniffles. 

Mena stared down at the woman, conflicted. It wasn’t so much the words, but the 

actions that made Mena hesitate. Surely a dangerous witch would not make herself physically 

vulnerable, showing the nape of her neck and not watching for Mena to attack. Mena stepped 

back, unsure of what to do now. She looked down at the dagger in her hand. 

She knew the dagger was not just a weapon to stab things with. During the last year, she 

had learned it was a powerful object, one that kept her tied to this world, to this body. When 

she had attempted suicide, it had prevented her from dying from the massive blood loss she 

suffered. That strange and unwanted gift came with consequences, though. A terrible power 

coursed through her body, one that fed on the souls and magic of others, and that power was 

constantly hungry. 
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But she wasn’t the only stabbed that night. Elizabeth had stabbed Victoria as well. Mena 

wasn’t clear on how that would affect the other woman because she had swapped bodies with 

Elizabeth. The dagger had kept Mena alive all these years, but the other body died. Mena 

wondered if what the woman was saying was possible, that the dagger had other properties 

she was unaware of. 

“Explain what you mean by ‘part of’,” said Mena. 

The woman looked up, clean streaks of white peeking out of the dirt where the tears 

had washed her face. 

“I’m not really sure. I felt ripped apart when the woman tried to tear me out of my 

body. I feel like part of me is missing. I think some of my memories are gone, like how we met, 

what my parents look like, graduating from high school, stuff like that,” she said. 

Mena thought about her own blank life. No one had been able to explain why they were 

gone, just that it was a mystical cause and not a mundane one. Part of her brain had been 

scorched, her memories the casualty. She looked at the smaller woman on the ground and 

briefly wondered if this was somehow the same thing. The woman in the mirror was Mena, but 

was she the woman in the mirror? She knew she was a witch that fed on other witches, 

draining them of their magic and life force. Could she be a Swapper as well?  

Remembering the visions of herself provided by Shelby and Maggie, she immediately 

dismissed the errant thought that she had swapped into this body. Those visions were of 

Mena’s past, a past that would not be in her mind if she weren’t Mena. A person’s past moved 

with their soul during a swap. 
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Mena thought about Victoria’s swap with Elizabeth. She thought about the vision of 

Elizabeth’s body leaving with the other Swapper that night. There was an inconsistency with the 

woman’s story. 

“But you left with that guy,” said Mena.  

“Victoria entered my body and she was strong. I couldn’t fight her and she pushed me 

away, taking complete control of my body. I couldn’t stop her; I think it’s because it was only 

part of me in here but it was all of her.” 

“You’re in control now?” 

“She jumped to another body a few weeks ago. After she left, I was able to take control 

again and came here. My family is gone. They left and I thought I would be all alone. Yet here 

you are. I was hoping you were still alive, that you would somehow learn about my break-in at 

Allen’s Grocery and remember when it happened forty years ago. I’m so glad it worked. I’m so 

glad you’re here.” 

Confused and full of too much information, Mena backed to a wall and sat down. She 

wondered if this woman was really Elizabeth, if she could be telling the truth. Mena wished she 

could know for sure, but Current Mena had never met Elizabeth and had no way of knowing 

how to go about testing the woman before her. Even if she could remember their relationship, 

the woman had said she didn’t have all of her memories, either. Convenience or coincidence, 

Mena was stuck in a cabin with a stranger whether the woman was telling the truth or not. 
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Chapter 19 

 

 The woman claiming to be Elizabeth stared down at her hands, drawing Mena’s 

attention to them as well. They were covered in fingerless gloves, like bikers wear. The black 

leather was cracked and worn. Mena stood and looked outside but didn’t see a motorcycle. 

 “Why are you wearing gloves?” said Mena. 

 “The same reason you have to wear a bandage on your stomach,” said the woman. “I’ll 

show you mine if you show me yours.” 

 Mena didn’t see the harm in showing the dagger wound. She lifted her shirt and 

withdrew the dagger from her waistband, then removed the surgical tape holding the bandage 

to her stab wound. The tape pulled at her skin, stretching it taught then letting go, the pain 

small compared to the wound the bandage covered. When freed, the wound wept a few tears 

of blood onto the dirty floor. 

 After glancing at Mena’s wound, her eyes locked on the dagger as she took off her 

motorcycle gloves, revealing a bandage taped to her right palm. She took it off and held her 

hand up, showing Mena a bleeding cut. 

 “I didn’t know the blade on the dagger would be so sharp when I picked it up that night. 

It took me a few days to realize the cut would never heal. It was a few years before I figured out 

I wasn’t aging. For a while, it was only a guess. I thought that maybe Victoria had some secret 

powers I didn’t know about. But seeing you here, looking the way you did forty years ago, now I 

know for a fact the dagger did this,” said the woman. 
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 The final vision Maggie showed Mena showed Elizabeth stabbing Victoria in the back. 

The blade plunged through the woman and cut into Mena’s stomach. She looked down at the 

still-bleeding wound and thought about watching herself holding the other body. 

 “But Elizabeth died in that body. It’s not up, running around, and looking fabulous. Her 

skull is sitting at the top of that pentagram.” Mena pointed at the shape made of sticks and 

objects set up in the far corner of the cabin. 

 “I wonder about that, too. My theory is that hers’ was a mortal wound while ours are 

survivable. They will never heal, but they won’t kill us, either,” said the blond woman. 

 Mena shook her head. “But I’ve survived mortal wounds. I should be dead and I’m not. 

How is that any different?” 

 The woman smiled up at her and stood. “You’re so special, Mena. Can’t you see that? 

You weren’t a witch when you were stabbed, but you are now. You can do some amazing 

things. The dagger chose you and it keeps you alive.” 

 “I haven’t always been a witch?” asked Mena. 

 The thought that she had spent her entire life murdering people had been weighing 

heavily on her soul for the past year. Though the visions from Maggie had never showed her 

being a witch, they didn’t actually discount the possibility, either. Mena felt relief lift some of 

the weight from her shoulders. She hadn’t always been a monster. 

 “Nope. You used to be a normal girl. Me, too. We were kids until that dagger changed 

us. Now we’re stronger, unbreakable. You and I can do anything we want, and we can do it 

together.” Locking eyes with Mena, the woman smiled. “Think about it. Just you and me 

roaming the world and finally being together. Nothing can keep us apart.” 
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 The dagger caught the candle light coming from the alter tucked away in the corner, the 

glimmer pulling Mena’s attention away from the woman. She wasn’t sure if this was what she 

wanted. Shelby waited for her back in Arkansas, a woman she thought she could love. She 

didn’t know Elizabeth, except what she was shown in the vision. There weren’t any feelings 

there, no spark, not like what she had with Shelby. 

 “I’m not the Mena you knew. Something happened to my memories last year and I don’t 

know who you are. It’s like there’s a wall separating me from everything that happened in my 

life. A Seer has been helping me by giving me visions, but they’ve become cloudy at best. I’m 

sorry,” said Mena. 

 “And here I am, complaining about my memory problem. Dear, in your hand is the 

solution.” 

 Mena looked down at the dagger again. “This can return my memories?” 

 “Yes. Hand it to me and I’ll help you unlock your mind.” 

 Startled, Mena looked up. For the first time, she noticed the hungry look on the 

woman’s face as she looked at the dagger. Mena backed up a step and brought the dagger up, 

pointing it toward the woman. She felt protective of it; it was an extension of her person. The 

dagger gave her confidence and strength, even though it also intensified her hunger for souls. 

 “Don’t be like that, Mena. I just want to help.” 

 “How about you come back to Arkansas with me. I’m part of a witch community there, 

people who can help with whatever it is you’re wanting to do,” said Mena. 

 “What, at the Marigold Inn? No thanks, we don’t need their help. I’ve got it all set up 

over there,” she said, nodding toward the altar.  
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 “You know about the Marigold Inn?” 

 “Everyone knows about the Marigold Inn. The amplification powers of the quartz in the 

mountain it sits on is legendary. But we don’t need it. It’ll be quick. I just need the dagger.” The 

woman held out her hand. 

 “No.” 

 The woman rolled her eyes and shook her head.  

“I’m sorry it has to be this way,” she said. 

The woman launched herself at Mena, hands batting the dagger away before it could be 

raised in defense. Grabbing Mena’s short hair and pulling her head down, the woman brought 

her knee up and it connected with Mena’s nose. Blood poured out as it broke, sending sprays of 

crimson across the floor. 

Mena dropped the dagger and cupped her nose, stars flaring her sight and obscuring her 

vision. She fell to the floor and groaned., then felt a foot connect with her stomach. She tried to 

scream as she rolled over onto her back, but she couldn’t breathe from the pain in her 

abdomen. Warm blood seeped out of her never-healing stab wound.  

She tried to clear her sight by shaking her head after finally pulling in a breath. Her head 

foggy with pain, she used the hand not clutching her nose to feel around on the floor for her 

dagger. 

“Oh, no you don’t,” said the woman standing over her. 

Mena felt something hit the back of her head. 
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Chapter 20 

 

 The first thought that swam through Mena’s head after getting hit was a wish she hadn’t 

returned to Monroe by herself. Her life in Marigold wasn’t posh or luxurious and the work of 

bringing in dangerous witches was hazardous, but at least she wasn’t alone. The woman, 

whether she was Elizabeth or Victoria, wasn’t any more dangerous than any other Rogue witch 

she had faced, but this was the first time she had attempted to face someone without Gavin. 

 Her nose pulsed with each heartbeat, but blood no longer trickled down from it. She 

tried to touch her face to see if her nose was broken, but her hands wouldn’t move. Mena 

realized her hands were bound behind her back. Tugging on the restraints did no good, so she 

relaxed and opened her eyes. 

 She was still sitting in the cabin, but now was next to the altar. The blond woman was 

kneeling in front of it, placing the dagger in the center of the pentagram, the tip down and 

facing away from the skull.  

“You’re Victoria, aren’t you?” she said. 

“You’re awake. Good. I can’t do this with you unconscious.” 

“Dodging the question. Nice,” said Mena. 

“Not dodging. Observing. I told you, I’m Elizabeth. But I’m also Victoria. We’re trapped 

in here together,” she said. 

Mena snickered. “You’re delusional if you think I’m buying that bullshit. Just kill me and 

get it over with.” 

The woman sat back on her heals and looked at Mena. Her eyes were brown, then 

flashed blue, then back to brown. “No lies. I thought my body was dying and so I tried to swap 
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into Elizabeth’s. But it didn’t quite work out that way. Instead of displacing her soul, we 

mingled. Only part of her left, that much is true. Now we are stuck this way.” 

Mena looked questioningly into those foreign eyes searching her face. “You can’t swap, 

can you?” 

 “Not yet, no. But I have a theory,” said the woman. “We might not be able to swap into 

a regular body, but you’ve been graced by the dagger as well. I think I can swap out of her and 

into you, leaving Elizabeth her body and you disappearing into thin air.” 

 “Leaving Elizabeth alive? Does she really think you’ll let her live?” 

 The woman’s eyes turned blue. “Yep, sure do. My girl loves me. By her taking your body, 

we can be together forever, indestructible and unchanging. I can’t wait.” 

 Mena pulled away from the woman who was now Elizabeth. She didn’t feel betrayed, 

but she did feel angry. “You claim to have loved me, but you want to kill me. How could you?” 

 “Oh, Mena. It’s been forty years. You need to get over ‘us’. I did.” 

She grabbed Mena’s face in her hand and stared deep into her eyes. Elizabeth’s eyes 

turned icy blue and she waited. Mena smiled. 

“Theory’s wrong, bitch,” she said. “I’m trapped, too. My soul can’t be pulled out.” 

“Are you fucking kidding me?” said Elizabeth. 

Mena snapped her head forward, slamming her forehead into Elizabeth’s. It hurt like 

hell and she saw white, but Elizabeth cried out and fell backward. Mena scooched over to the 

altar and held her hands over a candle flame. She screamed as her flesh burned, then yelled in 

triumph as she snapped the damaged rope binding her wrists. 
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The gleam of firelight dancing on the dagger caught Mena’s attention and she picked it 

up, but not before Elizabeth scrambled to the door. Mena caught up with her as she was about 

to enter the forest, grabbed the witch’s waist, and threw her to the ground. Standing over her, 

breathless from the exertion of the night’s activities, Mena took a minute to catch her breath. 

Elizabeth didn’t struggle; she laid on the grass and stared up at Mena. 

“Please help me. Victoria has twisted me all up inside. Get her out of me,” she said. 

Mena stopped. She didn’t know what to believe anymore. The woman lying on the 

ground was Elizabeth, but that didn’t mean as much to Mena as it would have if she had her 

memories. She didn’t know if this was a ploy to buy time until an advantage was found, or if it 

was truly a plea for help. The Elizabeth in the visions was a sweet young woman; the one inside 

the body on the ground seemed to be anything but. 

“Let me tie you up and take you to Shelby. She’ll help, I know she will,” said Mena. 

“Pfft. That bitch? No thank you.” 

“She’s not a bitch,” said Mena. 

Elizabeth’s eyes widened, the moonlight reflecting off them like cat’s eyes. “You’re 

fucking her, aren’t you? She got to you.” 

“She didn’t ‘get to me’. We have a relationship, not that it’s any of your business.” 

“It is my business. Why do you think I lured you here?” said Elizabeth. 

“Um, for my body,” said Mena. “Literally, like two minutes ago, you just tried to take my 

body.” 

“Yes, yes, yes, for your body. But I need to get it before Shelby does.” 

Confused, Mena hesitated a few seconds before saying, “You’re lying.” 
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Elizabeth smiled her slow smile. “Am I?” 

The past year with Shelby had its ups and downs. The sex was great, but they didn’t see 

eye-to-eye about how to deal with Rogue witches. Shelby preferred to lock them away in 

sanatoriums until they died. Mena wanted to find a way to help them, to rehabilitate them and 

make them productive members of society.  

She thought about the conversation they had before she left for Texas. Shelby wanted 

Mena to use her ability to consume the souls of Rogues the high priestess deemed to damaged 

to function. Mena found that to be barbaric and horrific. She was not a murderer; to have her 

lover ask her to kill others was asking too much.  

“But Shelby is a Seer, not a Swapper. Even if she could swap bodies with me, her power 

wouldn’t allow her to do what I do. That’s not how it works. And why would she want my 

power, anyway? The hunger is almost unmanageable,” said Mena. 

“You’re right about that. But who said she want’s your power?” 

Mena looked at Elizabeth. Unchanging, unbreakable, unaging Elizabeth. And Elizabeth 

was looking at Mena. 

“It’s because I can’t age,” Mena said, her voice almost a whisper. 

“Eternal youth is attractive to those who don’t have it,” said Elizabeth. She put her 

hands under her head and crossed her ankles. “I guess she doesn’t know about the dagger.” 

Mena had always felt a possessiveness for the dagger. The only one who knew it had 

powers, besides Elizabeth, was Maggie. Mena didn’t know why she had kept it secret from 

Shelby and Gavin. 

“But she doesn’t know about any of this. She thinks I’m a Drainer,” said Mena. 
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“You really believe that?” said Elizabeth, her smile mean and small. “Where are your 

memories, Mena? Why can’t you remember anything from before?” 

Mena stopped breathing as thoughts rushed through her head. She remembered 

meeting Maggie for the first time in the hallway of the Marigold Inn, how she was dragged 

away for being a killer. Shelby told Mena that Maggie had used her power to kill someone, but 

not how being able to see the past of other people could be used in that way. Mena looked at 

Elizabeth, into her velvet-brown eyes. 

“How does a Seer kill?” she asked. 

“There you go. You’re asking the right question,” said Elizabeth. 

Mena waited, but Elizabeth just stared at her. 

“Well?” said Mena. 

“’Well’ what? Just because you’re asking the right question doesn’t mean I’m going to 

answer it. What would be the fun in that?” 

Elizabeth’s smile widened, her teeth shiny pearls in her mouth, her pleasure at Mena’s 

frustration and increasing anger evident. 

“You know, I don’t really need to take your body, just the dagger. Victoria can pick a 

beautiful body and swap, then we can scratch it with the dagger, make it like us. Then she and I 

can finally be together,” said Elizabeth.  

She started to push herself up, but Mena was already dropping on top of the blond, 

pinning her arms with sharp knees. 

 “Not going to happen, sweetie; dagger’s mine,” said Mena. 

“We both know I can’t be killed. I’m indestructible, remember?” Elizabeth snorted. 
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“I have a theory of my own,” said Mena. 

She plunged the dagger into Elizabeth’s heart. Mena felt the last few beats pulse up the 

hilt of the dagger into her arm, into her own heart. As the light faded from Elizabeth’s blue 

eyes, Mena let out a feral scream. 
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Chapter 21 

Summary of missing chapters:  After the confrontation with Elizabeth/Victoria, Mena 

returns to Marigold, Arkansas. Her first stop is the sanatorium to speak with Maggie. She is 

ready to know what happened to her memories. Maggie shows her that Mena had actually met 

with Shelby before the memory wipe. Shelby asked her to meet at the abandoned house 

because she claimed to know where Victoria was. When Mena arrived, she hid the dagger in 

the tub because she was suspicious of Shelby’s true intent—why did Shelby need to meet 

somewhere else to tell her about it? 

Mena’s suspicions were confirmed when Shelby showed up with another person, then 

man she gets partnered up with after her affair with Gavin. Shelby tortured her while asking 

about the immortality. Mena refuses to disclose the dagger, even after the man nearly saws her 

hand off with a large shard of glass. Angry, Shelby uses her Seer ability to burn out Mena’s 

memories to make her forget about Elizabeth but goes too far, doing too much damage. Shelby 

doesn’t know that Mena is also unable to die, so she and the man leave Mena there to die. 

Mena’s new partner catches her talking to Maggie and tells Shelby. Instead of becoming 

angry, Shelby tells Mena that she’s killed her friend and blames it on Mena. Shelby then has the 

man drag Mena to the sanatorium, all the while Mena is begging to know which friend is dead: 

Gavin or Maggie? 

End of Book 1 
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Part 1 

The alarm clock on his phone played the operatic opening song to World of Warcraft’s 

Lich King expansion. I usually ignored it, giving him a minute to wake up and turn it off before 

he started getting ready for work. After some time passed and Robert’s cell phone was still 

screaming at me, I reached over to his side of the bed to nudge him awake. My hand touched 

nothing but sheets and air. I grabbed his phone off the nightstand on his side of the bed and 

turned off the alarm. The bedroom was dark, the curtains blocking out the lamp light that 

shone in the window even at 4:45 in the morning, which was what he had set his alarm for. 

I got out of bed and went to the adjoining bathroom. The air seemed thick, but I thought 

nothing of it as I had just awoken and the world doesn’t usually make sense to me before the 

sun actually rises. Exiting the bathroom, I looked at the empty bed and wondered why my 

husband hadn’t come to get his cell phone. I began to wonder if he had forgotten about his 

alarm, so I checked the second bedroom of our apartment. It was just as dark as the rest of the 

apartment. I leaned in to see if there was a light on under the door of that room’s adjoining 

bathroom, but only darkness could be seen under the door. 

We shared a bright red Kia Spectra 5, so I would take him to his job as a police officer for 

Texas Woman’s University and then use the car to go to class in nearby Corinth. I panicked, 

thinking he had left without waking me up. He knew I had a test in biology that morning. Anger 

flashed through me as I walked to the front door. This wouldn’t be the first time he forgot I 

needed the car for school. I stopped when I looked at the front door and saw that both 

ETERNAL SECOND
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deadbolts were still in the locked position. A quick check out the window told me that our car 

was still in the parking lot. He was still in the apartment. 

I stood in the living room and called out his name. A few seconds went by with no 

answer. It was then that I knew something was wrong. I began calling his name loudly, over and 

over as I waited by the front door. Robert Robert Robert. It was neither a yell nor a question. By 

chanting his name repeatedly, I expected him to appear in front of me, his toothbrush sticking 

out of his mouth or his police uniform shirt half buttoned. It didn’t happen. 

Since I was a little girl, I’ve always been afraid of being left behind or getting lost. I 

would cry if I took a wrong turn while driving, scared I would never find my way home again. On 

this morning, I stood in my tiny front room, alone and without direction. I had never felt so lost 

in my life. Tears sprang to my eyes as I looked around our home, a place filled with our stuff 

and our memories, and it all felt foreign. This wasn’t home, Robert was. Nine years we were 

together. For nine years, we had worked together, first at the local county jail, then at a police 

department at a college, him a peace officer and me a dispatcher. For nine years, we had spent 

nearly every waking moment together until I quit dispatching to return to school. For nine 

years, I felt at ease, a part of something. Now I felt like that had been given an old map, the 

streets since changed and I was lost. I needed a compass, and that was Robert. 

Starting in the living room, I turned on every light in the apartment and ripped open 

every door, as if he was just hiding in a dark corner somewhere and I would find him through 

light. The light blue recliner he had to have three months before sat empty beside the 

chocolate chaise lounge I preferred to lounge on. The small coat closet in the living room was 

the first door I came to. It was bursting full of coats and shoes. Robert’s favorite leather jacket 
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hung in the middle of the chaos. Next came the kitchen, lights then the food pantry door. I 

called his phone as I ran to our bedroom, not remembering it was the reason I was awake at 

4:47 that April morning. The ringtone, a song long forgotten these last six years, made me jump 

as I heard it sound. I saw the silver Razor still laying where I had tossed it on his nightstand in 

annoyance just two minutes before. 

Our bedroom lights were next, and I had hopes for the closets since they were bigger. 

He had a long closet filled with his normal clothing, and that was all that was in there when I 

ripped the door open. Next came my closet. Though it was quite a bit larger, I didn’t expect him 

to be hiding in there unless he was trying on my clothes in secret. It was empty. I rechecked the 

bathroom, yanking the shower curtain off its rings in my haste to stare at the empty bathtub. 

I threw my cell phone onto my bed before sprinting across the three foot hallway to his 

office. The lights revealed nothing except Robert’s desk and armoire. The room had a small 

walk-in closet. Opening it and turning on the light, I found nothing but his police uniforms hung 

in a row, his uniform jacket in front of the blue shirts, right in front of the door, and the outfit I 

had made for him to wear at Scarborough Renaissance Festival, the forest green pants and 

maroon tunic hung up behind the uniforms, two colors Robert liked for not being blue. 

I think, subconsciously, I knew where he was the entire time. It was the first place I 

looked when I woke and the last when I knew something was wrong. I leapt over to the 

bathroom door, the second bathroom in our two bedroom apartment. I never used that 

bathroom. Our upstairs neighbors had a dog, and they locked it in their bathroom when they 

weren’t home. The smell of that caged animal seeped down through the floor, causing our 
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bathroom to reek of wet dog. Robert didn’t mind the smell, he grew up in the country, so he 

claimed the bathroom as his own little kingdom. 

Like all the other doors of the apartment, I tried to throw it open, but it stopped a few 

inches into the room. The soft thunk told me all I needed to know, but I didn’t listen. I open that 

door every night in my dreams, and every night it stops after a few inches, the darkness of the 

bathroom forever in my mind hiding the horror within. Some nights, all I dream is opening that 

door repeatedly, hitting my husband’s body again and again. Turn, push, thunk. Turn, push, 

thunk. I feel it in my right arm sometimes, that soft resistance of a door hitting a body, and it is 

enough to drag me from my sleep, but then I stay awake, my right arm humming with the quiet 

impact as I lay and remember what happened when I turned on the light. Which is exactly what 

I did that April morning. My right hand still on the doorknob, I reached across my body with my 

left hand and turned the light on. 

Robert was lying on his stomach on the tile floor. He was wearing a black t-shirt he cut 

into a sleeveless midriff to wear under his bulletproof vest and blue checkered boxers. His right 

hand was near his head. The Glock 40 he used at work lay between his head and his hand. A 

small pool of blood stained the beige tile under his head. Gun powder lingered in the air, 

covering the wet dog smell with its acrid odor. My husband looked like a sleeping wax figure of 

himself, lying lifeless on the floor of that small bathroom. 

It took my mind a second to assimilate what had happened, one second from the 

moment I turned on the last light in the apartment until I reacted. That second lasted an 

eternity. In that second, I felt a wall come down and separate my life. Everything I had ever 

known was on the other side of that wall. My husband was now out of my reach; I had been left 
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behind, I was truly alone. My first thought was that Robert could never take this action back. 

There was no ‘do over’ in life. This was permanent. The wall came down and it was 

impenetrable. My first life ended when his did. 

Once my brain accepted what my eyes were seeing, a primal noise clawed its way out of 

my body, taking shape as the word ‘NO’. It was more than a yell, more than a scream. It was a 

guttural sound of profound agony, its power pushing my body down to the carpet as it 

propelled itself into the air. 

I ran back to my bedroom and dialed 911. As I waited for the police to show up, I begged 

the dispatcher to let me call my mom, but the woman refused to hang up, instead telling me to 

answer the door when the police arrived. Looking back, I know that she was afraid I would walk 

back into that bathroom and use the Glock to follow my husband, but at the time I hated her. 

The dispatcher was a cruel, vile person who didn’t care I was alone, that I needed my mom to 

come point me in the right direction now that my compass was lying waxen on the bathroom 

floor, his life having leaked out onto the once beige tile. It never occurred to me to hang up the 

phone and call my mom. My mind reverted to a childlike state and I obediently stayed on the 

line. 

Then suddenly I remembered I had cats. I jumped up and told the dispatcher I needed to 

close the bathroom door or my two boys, Hagrid and Dobby, might go in there and never come 

out. I walked into the bedroom, then toward the bathroom, all the while the dispatcher talking 

in my ear yelled for me not to go in there, to leave the door alone. I told her not to worry, I 

would close my eyes and not look at Robert. I closed the door and ran back into the living room 

as the knock on the front door signaled the police officers’ arrival.  
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I answered the door and the dispatcher disconnected the call. Two officers walked in, a 

man and a woman, and I pointed toward the second bedroom and offending bathroom. The 

man passed me while the woman told me it was ok to call my mom. It was 4:57 in the morning 

when I called my mom and blurted out, “Robert is dead and I’m all alone.” She sputtered 

incoherently. I sat on the phone crying until she said she was on her way over and hung up. She 

immediately called my brother and his girlfriend. All three showed up together. Later, my mom 

told me that she thought Robert and I had argued and she would find me sitting outside the 

door waiting for her. Her face was white when she walked into the living room, then turned red 

as she started to cry. My brother remained stoic and held his sobbing girlfriend, a woman he 

would marry three months later. 

The female officer told me to change my clothes, I was free to leave, but not to leave 

the county. As a precaution, they needed to test my clothes for gun powder residue. My mom 

followed me into my bedroom where I changed out of my pajamas and into a pair of jeans and 

a t-shirt. I thought of my cats as I dressed and dropped to the floor. There they were, hiding 

under the bed.  

My boys were scared and refused to come out. Dobby, his large body covered in brown 

fur striped with black, meowed at me. Hagrid, a little smaller than his adopted brother, just 

stared at me, his green eyes looking out from his brown and white face. They were curled up 

next to each other instead of stretching out on the floor as usual. I called to them but neither 

cat moved. I didn’t blame them; I wanted to crawl under the bed and hide with them. We could 

comfort each other. But I didn’t. I stood up and closed the door as I left the room. I told the 
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officers to keep the door closed until they left. I lost my husband, I didn’t want to lose my cats, 

too. 

Part 2 

The next two weeks play like a disjointed movie in my mind. I remember pacing my 

mom’s living room, tears no longer falling because I was dehydrated from crying. My mom, my 

brother, and his girlfriend stared at me as I walked back and forth. I rambled in a circle, both 

physically and verbally. “I can’t believe Robert did this. That bastard! How could he do this to 

me? This isn’t real. None of this is real. Robert is fine, this is just a bad nightmare and I’m going 

to wake up. Stop staring at me! Why are you crying? Nothing happened, everything is fine. Stop 

crying, you’re making it real! I can’t believe Robert did this.” The three of them sat on the 

couch, faces wet and eyes shiny. The sun came up and my mom stopped me, helped me to the 

couch. 

My mom dropped me off at the office of my apartment complex and went to my 

apartment to get me clothes and my cats. I sat in a ribboned chair by the pool. One of the 

leasing agents joined me. She told me her husband committed suicide several years before. I 

looked at her and saw the haunted look in her eyes, even after so much time passed. Instead of 

giving me hope that I, too, would survive, I knew I would carry that same haunted look for the 

rest of my life. 
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When I brought my cats to our new home and let them out of the large dog carrier they 

had been unceremoniously stuffed in, both cats ran and hid behind the couch. Hagrid found a 

small hole in the back and ripped it open. My boys both lived inside the couch for two days. I 

could hear them meow at me when I talked to them, but they refused to come out during the 

day. At night, as I laid on the couch and tried to sleep, my cats came out. I cradled them both 

like babies and cried myself to sleep. 

 

Shrek came on and I laid on the couch, watching without seeing, my contacts fogged 

over from all the crying, my eyes almost swollen shut. A green blob with a Scottish accent 

moved around the little television. Up until that point I had never actually seen Shrek. I laughed 

at the jokes then immediately felt ashamed.  

 

At the police station, a detective explained that, while real forensics can’t actually tell 

you time of death, he estimated that Robert shot himself around 3 AM. He based his theory on 

the congealed pool of blood under my husband’s head. The investigator gave me a manila 

envelope with Robert’s wedding ring, then asked if I wanted the Glock back. I refused it, asking 

for it to be destroyed instead. 

  

My little brother brought over Taco Bell. I had forgotten to eat for a couple days and he 

was worried. I ate half a burrito. It was awful. 
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I moved into my mom’s tiny spare room. Hagrid and Dobby left the safety of the couch 

and hid under my new bed. I woke up the first night to find Dobby had peed on me. I changed 

the sheets, took a shower, and laid on the bare mattress until the sun rose. Dobby cuddled up 

in my arms and I reassured him that accidents happen and I wasn’t angry. 

  

For three days, I thought Robert died because I had cut all my hair off the day before he 

killed himself. It wasn’t the first time I had gone from long to short hair without telling him 

before the appointment, but my mind refused to remember that. Instead, I sat on my mother’s 

couch for three days, staring at my short pixie cut in the black glass of the television, wondering 

if he would be alive if my hair was still long. 

A young woman named Alice  sent me a message on Facebook, saying she knew why my 

husband died. I screamed and my mom came running from her bedroom. I started pacing again 

as my mom talked to her. Alice said Robert had taken her to a room in an empty building on the 

college’s campus. She was a 20 year old student. They were just talking, she claimed, when his 

supervisor, Sergeant Keith Jones, came storming into the room. She hid in the closet and the 

strap of her tank top fell down her arm. Sergeant Jones pulled her out of the closet and sent her 

to her dorm. 

Infidelity was a gigantic issue in my marriage to Robert. Two weeks before his death, I 

had to pay an extra $200 on our cell phone bill for all the text messages Robert was sending and 

receiving. He denied any wrongdoing when I confronted him about the charges, all to and from 

the same number. I discovered later it was Alice’s cell phone number.  
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While I was grateful to have some answers, I was also devastated by them. My grief 

turned to anger. Robert was out of my reach, but Alice was still alive and I wanted to hurt her. 

 

Chief Thompson came over to my mom’s house and sat on the couch. He told me 

someone walked in on Robert and a student kissing in an abandoned building. That person (he 

refused to say Sergeant Jones’ name) took Robert back to the station and placed him on 

administrative leave pending an investigation. Here was the missing piece to Alice’s story, the 

reason Robert took his life. He was about to lose his job and his wife because he was having an 

affair with a student. 

 

I invited Alice to the viewing and let her say goodbye to Robert in front of his two 

teenaged children. I said “This is her?” when she walked in, loud enough for everyone to hear. I 

wanted it known Robert killed himself over his mistakes with Alice. I stopped her and asked if 

she had had sex with Robert. Alice’s face was crimson as she denied the affair, but everyone 

stared at her as she leaned over Robert’s body. 

 

I hugged nameless, faceless people on my way to the limo after the funeral service. They 

offered their condolences, I nodded and thanked them. We all played our parts. My insides 

boiled with rage at Robert and I had to keep it hidden from his friends and family. Finally inside 

the limo, I was able to let myself go. I fell to pieces, the puzzle of my life irreparable. There was 

a large part of the picture missing, the exit wound from the .40 caliber bullet nothing compared 

to the shattered image I now had of my husband. Traitor. Bastard. Unfaithful piece of shit. 
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I missed an English Lit test because I was at the funeral. The professor had already told 

me I could make the exam up the following week. She created a short answer test and told me 

to pick it up the following Monday. 

As I sat in the classroom waiting for the chronically late professor, I overheard a small 

group of students sitting behind me. One girl was very vocal about her views on people missing 

exams. She felt it was rude to not take a test, but it was, in her opinion, unfair to be able to 

make it up. I tried to ignore her, stared straight ahead and clenched my jaw. Then she said, 

“There’s no such thing as a good excuse to not take a test. People who don’t take the same test 

as the rest of us deserve to fail.” 

I turned around and yelled, “You’re right. I’m sorry I was burying my husband while you 

were taking the test. I should have accounted for your feelings before scheduling his funeral. 

How about shutting the fuck up about things you know nothing about.” 

The class went silent and everyone sat down while the vocal girl started crying and ran 

from the room. Our professor came in and looked around. I was still standing, facing the other 

students, my hands shaking. 

Part 3 

It has been seven years since Robert died. People ask me how I survived such a 

devastating loss, and I don’t want to tell them. I lie and say my family helped me through the 

worst of it, and it’s not really a lie because they did, but to tell people how fucked up my life 

became makes me feel embarrassed and ashamed of how I coped. Or tried not to cope. 
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The harsh reality is that my life was torn apart, but the worst part for me was the fact 

that I didn’t know who I was. For nine years, I was part of ‘Kat and Robert’. I defined myself as 

part of a marital unit and to not have that definition threw my life into a tailspin. The woman 

looking back at me in the mirror was only half a person and I didn’t know how to fix it. I 

desperately sought anyone who could fill the sudden void left by Robert’s death, and turned to 

the first man who wanted me. 

Jacob was a sweet boy in my World of Warcraft guild. I say boy because, despite being 

20 years old, he was very immature and lacked life experience. He had hit on me a few times 

over the last few months of my marriage, but it was so ineptly done that Robert had found it 

funny before he died. In fact, one of the last things I ever said to my husband was If you ever 

leave me, I’ll end up with someone like Jacob:  Living in abject poverty and pushing out ill-bred 

children in some backwoods trailer park. I remember we laughed at that, then we slept, then he 

shot himself. 

After Robert died, Jacob and I became close, texting back and forth dozens of times a 

day. He was nice to talk to and kept my mind focused on something other than my life, but it 

wasn’t long before texting turned to sexting, and a month later I was running away to Georgia. 

Robert had been my first and only sexual partner up to that point, so I was nervous, but 

Jacob shook like a newborn deer the first time we fucked. And it wasn’t love, it wasn’t sex, it 

was straight-up fucking. I tried to fill my void with Jacob’s massive penis, tried to force a 

relationship with this walking talking dick, tried to make him fit in my life. I lay there, his 

gigantic member bumping at my cervix, and I thought I was going to be whole again. 
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We spent two weeks fucking and trying to relate to one another. I love to read, he 

barely knew how; I referenced Shakespeare, Jacob had never heard of him; I talked about 

college, he had been homeschooled and didn’t even have a GED. The only things we had in 

common were World of Warcraft and sex; he was only proficient in one, and not the one I 

wanted. I decided to become his mentor as well as his lover, to mold him into a person I could 

stand to be around.  

I brought him home to Texas and spent two weeks showing him around, trying to spark 

his interest in making something more out of his life. I showed him movies and introduced him 

to my family. I took him to malls and drove by college campuses. We went to waterparks and 

talked about the future. Jacob decided Texas was a land of opportunity…and talked about 

applying to Arby’s because he liked working in fast-food. I put him on a plane and sent him back 

to Georgia. 

 

I was angry. I hated Jacob for not wanting to be more than what he was, for knowing 

who he was and not wanting to ‘better’ himself. I thought about how stupid he was, how much 

he didn’t know about anything, how he was a forever-child that never had to grow up and face 

the reality of the world. And I hated him. I kicked him out of my World of Warcraft guild and 

blocked him from all contact. I wanted him to disappear and to pretend he never existed, which 

I accomplished.  

Now I know I was never really angry at Jacob; I was angry at Robert and at myself. 

Robert betrayed me, but it wasn’t just the infidelity and suicide. More than that, I had to face 

the reality that my life with Robert was a lie. I lived a nine year lie. I, someone who prided 
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herself on her intelligence and awareness, was duped for the entirety of my adult life into 

thinking my marriage was special, all the while my husband was fucking every woman he could. 

 

I’m still haunted by his death, though, still dreaming about the door. The wall is less 

noticeable from this distance, though I can feel it sometimes. Looking at old photo albums, I can 

see that he was not happy. Robert is always tucked in a corner or sitting alone in the pictures. 

That wall prevents me from being able to tell him to just leave if he isn’t happy, to run away 

and divorce me. I can’t jump over that wall and release him to fuck other women. 

Then again, would I, if I could? His death made me a survivor, made me strong. I gained 

the strength to later end a disastrous three year relationship with a manipulative man and 

become a single parent to my son. Robert never wanted children with me; he had two with his 

first wife, children he never saw after their divorce.  

 

I consider this to be my second life, my first life a stain on the floor in a bathroom I’ll 

never again visit. Sometimes I slip and forget my first life, like when I look into the eyes of my 

four year old son. I’m a mother, not a widow. He doesn’t know that other woman, he only 

knows Momma. But he’s aware I’m sad. My son doesn’t understand why I have a panic attack 

when I see a closed door in our house. He tells me it’s ok, mistakes happen—a lesson I taught 

him when he put a popsicle on his bed and it melted everywhere—and he opens the door. I 

brace myself, waiting for the soft thunk, but it doesn’t come. He hugs me and I calm down. 




